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In today's technology, with digitally controlled optic 
sensing devices, there exists a need for a fast and accu-
rate calibration procedure. Typical display devices and 
optic fiber bundles are plagued with inaccuracies. There are 
many sources of error such as delay, time constants, pixel 
distortion, pixel bleeding, and noise. The calibration pro-
cedure must measure these inaccuracies, and compute a set of 
correction factors. These correction factors are then used 
in real time to alter the command data, such that the 
intended pixels are correctly commanded. 
This paper discusses a calibration procedure, which 
employs a special matrix inverse algorithm. This algorithm, 
which is only applicable to sparse symmetric band diagonal 
matrices, successfully inverts a 10,000 by 10,000 matrix in 
less than four seconds on a VAX-11/780. It is estimated 
that, when using conventional Gauss-Jordan matrix inverse 
techniques, 4800 hours are required to compute the same 
matrix inverse. This paper also documents the Blend! rou-
tines, which will be used as a calibration procedure for the 
Blend! System. 
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GLOSSARY OF FORTRAN VARIABLE NAMES 
AINV: 
The square symmetric band diagonal matrix which, 
is the inverse of the APRODUCT MATRIX, created by 
conventional matrix inverse techniques. 
ATRANSFER: 
The rectangular band diagonal transfer matrix, 
which relates each row of measurement data to 
the corresponding command data. 
APRODUCT: 
The square symmetric band diagonal matrix created 
by a conventional matrix multiply of the transpose 
of ATRANSFER and ATRANSFER. 
BINV: 
The compressed form of the square symmetric band 
diagonal matrix, which is the inverse of the BPRODUCT 
matrix, created by a specialized matrix inverse 
algorithm. 
BTRANSFER: 
The compressed form of the band diagonal rectangular 
transfer matrix, which relates each row of measurement 
data to the corresponding command data. 
BPRODUCT: 
The compressed form of the square symmetric band 
diagonal APRODUCT matrix, created by a specialized 
matrix multiply of the transpose of BTRANSFER and 
BTRANSFER. 
HI: 
The maximum amplitude of any noise present in the 
simulated measurement process. 
!LENGTH: 
The bandwidth of the transfer matrix, or the number 
of rows of the BTRANSFER matrix. 
vii 
IRESFACT: 
The linear resolution scale factor between 
measurement pixels and command pixels. 
!START: 
The vector which defines the starting row number 
for each column of BTRANSFER. 
Ll: 
The number of non-near-zero data elements per 
column of the BPRODUCT matrix. 
L2: 
The computed number of non-near-zero data elements 
per column of the BINV matrix. 
NPIXLOW: 
The number of command pixels on one raster scan 
line in the view of the camera, or the size of the 
square symmetric band diagonal matrices. 
NPIXHIGH: 
The number of measurement pixels on one raster scan 
line in the view of the camera, or the number of 
rows in the non compressed rectangular band diagonal 
ATRANSFER matrix. 
PIXTIME: 
The average measurement pixel write time in nsec. 
TCONST: 
The time constant associated with the measurement 
pixels in nsec. 
VARIATION: 




The Blend routines will serve as a calibration pro-
cedure for the Blend display system. This calibration pro-
cedure will find a set of scale factors, which will be used 
to correct the command data. It is assumed that there exist 
many inaccuracies in most typical optic devices. The scale 
factors computed during the calibration procedure will be 
used to correct any measured inaccuracies. 
The system being modeled consists of a section of a 
display device, which is viewed by the measurement device or 
TV camera. The measuring device must have a higher resolu-
tion than the display device. A five to one linear ratio has 
been assumed. The display device has approximately 100 ras-
ter scan lines within the view of the camera. These raster 
scan lines are modeled as a one dimensional array, a vector. 
This vector is generated by catenating each raster scan 
line with the previous scan line. If the camera views 100 
display raster scan lines, with 100 command Clow resolution) 
pixels per scan line, then the command pixels can be modeled 
as a vector of length 10,000. The measurement Chigh resolu-
tion) pixels can also be modeled as a vector which has 25 
times the length of the command vector. Figure 1 depicts 
2 
the first and last pixels of the command vector, and the 
geometry of the measurement space in relation to the command 
space. 
The initial stages of developement is called Blend!. 
In Blend! the problem was simplified by assuming there 
exists only one row of measurement pixels per row of command 
pixels. Further, it has been assumed that there exists only 
one command scan line on the display device. Figure 2 dep-
icts the Blend! display system model. 
The second phase of the Blend project will be ref erred 
to as BlendII. In Blend!! the effect of allowing multiple 
rows of measurement pixels per row of command pixels and 
multiple command raster scan lines on the display device 
will be investigated. 
The programs that have been developed for the Blend! 
System have many other possible applications. These programs 
are applicable to systems which require the solution to a 
25 HIGH = 1 LOW 
Figure 1. Blend!! measurement and command pixel geometry 
3 
5 HIGH = 1 LOW 
Figure 2. Blend! measurement and command pixel geometry 
set of sparse linear equations, provided the equations can 
be arranged, in matrix form, to produce a band diagonal 
transfer matrix. 
The calibration procedure is separated into two major 
processes: the measurement process and the computation pro-
cess. The measurement process, which will be implemented 
via a camera, is currently simulated with FORTRAN code. 
This simulation will generate sample data for the computa-
tion process. The measurement system will utilize Analog to 
Digital converters, which will have a postulated accuracy of 
9 bits. All operations in the computation process are 
estimated to require a computational accuracy at least ten 
times better than the measurement accuracy. This implies 
the computation accuracy goal should be approximately 1 part 
in 10,000. 
The term near-zero will be used to represent negligible 
data values. For the measurement process, near-zero implies 
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less than 1 part in 512. For the computation process, 
near-zero implies less than one part in 10,000. 
The measurement data is simulated via a FORTRAN model 
of the display and camera system. This FORTRAN model gen-
erates the transfer function of the display and camera sys-
tern. This system has certain properties which should be 
contained in the transfer function. These properties are Cl) 
noise, (2) time constant, and (3) varying pixel dimensions. 
The transfer function can be represented as a matrix. Fig-
ure 3 shows how the matrix, called nTRANSFER", is related to 
the command Clow resolution) pixels and the measured (high 
resolution) pixels. 
In the actual Cnon simulated) Blend!! system, the 
transfer matrix nTRANSFER" will be measured during the cali-
bration procedure. Once the transfer matrix is known, then 






NPIXHIGH: The number 
per line. 
NPIXLOW: The number 
per line. 
of high resolution pixels 
Typically 500 to 5000. 
of Low resolution pixels 
Typically 100 to 1000. 
Figure 3. Blend matrix equation 
showing relation between measured data and command data. 
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for any measured data one can determine a least squares 
estimate for the corresponding command data by means of 
equation (1). 
T -1 
IXCOMMANDI = [ITRANSFERI * ITRANSFERll * 
T 
ITRANSFERI * IXMEASUREDI (1) 
The Blend! routines have three functions. The first is 
to create TRANSFER, by a program called BMEASURE. The 
second is to implement part of equation (1) , by the programs 
called BMULT and BINV. The third is to determine the accu-
racy of the result, by a program called BSTAT. The part of 
equation (1) that is implemented by the programs BMULT and 





= [TRANSFER * TRANSFER] (2) 
At first glance it might seem trivial to solve equation 
(2). However, the size of these matrices, which may be about 
10,000 by 10,000, renders conventional matrix techniques 
undesirable. There are two reasons why conventional inverse 
algorithms are undesirable. First, the CPU time required to 
find the inverse of a 10,000 by 10,000 matrix is estimated 
to be about 4,800 hours. Secondly, for sparse matrices 
which are larger than 60 by 60, conventional matrix inverse 
algorithms result in numerical underflow. 
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In conventional matrix multiply and inverse routines, 
the number of operations grows as the cube of the matrix 
size. However in the BlendI routines (i.e., those which have 
B as their first letter) the number of operations grows 
linearly with matrix size. This is possible since the 
BlendI transfer matrix is a band diagonal matrix. A band 
diagonal matrix is a matrix which has non-zero data only in 
a band about the diagonal. The Blend routines use the known 
zero locations of the matrix to reduce the number of opera-
tions required to perform the desired matrix operation. 
Two sets of FORTRAN programs have been developed, which 
produce equivalent results. The first set uses conventional 
matrix techniques. These routines are used for test pur-
poses and as a guide for program development. Their solu-
tions not only give a comparison for the second set of pro-
grams, but they also give insight to the form or class of 
the solution matrix. The second set of FORTRAN programs, 
the BlendI programs, are a set of custom designed algorithms 
intended for use by the Blend project. 
FORTRAN PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION 
The programs listed in Table 1 which have the letter 
"A" as a first letter are given in Appendix A. Those, which 
start with the letter "B" are in Appendix B. The programs 
are well commented. A description of the FORTRAN programs 
and their 1/0 is listed in the FORTRAN comments of the pro-
grams. This paper's main purpose is to document the pro-
grams, disclose their function, discuss their techniques, 
and document their results in the form of CPU time and accu-
racy. The programs of Table 1 are discussed in this sec-
tion. 
Measure Routines 
Both AMEASURE.FOR and BMEASURE.FOR create the transfer 
matrix. In AMEASURE.FOR this matrix is called ATRANSFER, 
while in BMEASURE.FOR this matrix is called BTRANSFER. The 
function of the MEASURE routines is to model the display 
device, simulate the camera measurement, and produce the 
transfer matrix for the display and camera system. 
The MEASURE routines compute the transfer matrix by 
simultaneously commanding a set of low resolution pixels and 
calculating the corresponding high resolution or measurement 
pixels' intensity. The distance between the command pixels, 













Create the transfer matrix 
Conventional matrix multiply, 
applicable to a matrix times 
its transpose. 
Call AMINV. 
Gauss-Jordan matrix inverse. 
Conventional matrix multiply, 
applicable to two square matrices, 
and generate statistics. 
Create the compressed transfer 
matrix. 
Specialized matrix multiply for 
multiplying a band diagonal 
matrix with its transpose. 
Call BINVSUB. 
Specialized matrix inverse, 
applicable only to a symmetric 
band diagonal matrix. 
Specialized matrix multiply, 
applicable to two square symmetric 
band diagonal matrices with 




which are activated concurrently within one display time, is 
called !DIST. IDIST must be set up such that concurrent 
command pixels are guaranteed to be independent. !DIST is a 
function of the time constant and the pixel distortion. 
This process is repeated !DIST times. After the IDISTth 
iteration all the command pixels will have been activated, 
all the measurement pixels will have been calculated, and 
the transfer matrix will be complete. 
Information such as time constants, write time, pixel 
width distortion, and local noise are all part of the meas-
urement simulation. The FORTRAN model does not include all 
the display and camera characteristics. However, it does 
provide sufficient display and camera inaccuracies to test 
the Blend procedures. This model computes an intensity for 
all the measurement pixels. The intensity calculated for 
each measurement pixel is a function of the intensity of the 
command pixel and the relative location of the measurement 
pixel. The intensity calculated is then stored in matrix 
form. The matrix will contain one column for each low reso-
lution pixel and one row of each measurement pixel. 
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AMEASURE.FOR 
AMEASURE.FOR computes the transfer matrix, ATRANSFER, 
which relates one raster scan line of command pixels to one 
line of measurement pixels, as depicted in Figure 3. 
The input data is: 
1. NPIXLOW: The number of low resolution pixels 
per line. Typically NPIXLOW = 100 
2. VARIATION: The maximum deviation or distortion 
in pixel width on the line. Typically 
VARIATION = 10% 
3. TCONST: The average time constant for each 
measurement pixel. Typically TCONST = 20 nsec. 
4. PIXTIME: The average write time per measurement 
pixel. Typically PIXTIME = 40 nsec. 
5. HI: The maximum amplitude of the random noise. 
Typically HI = .1 or 10% 
6. IRESFACT: The linear scale factor between 
high resolution and low resolution pixels. 
Typically IRESFACT = 5. 
The output data is: 
ATRANSFER: The simulated non compressed band 
diagonal transfer matrix. 
ATRANSFER will have one row for each high resolution 
pixel. Since each command pixel can affect only the meas-
urement pixels in the neighborhood of that command pixel, 
ATRANSFER will be a band diagonal matrix. Figure 4 is a sam 
ple result from the AMEASURE routine with the input condi-
tions listed at the bottom of Figure 4. 
Figure 4 can be interpreted as follows. Each column 
corresponds to one active command pixel. Active implies 
that it is set to the maximum intensity or unity. Each row 
11 
1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
o. oo·ooo 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 
Figure 4. ATRANSFER matrix Cno inaccuracies) 
With: NPIXLOW = 7; VARIATION = 0%; 
TCONST = .0001 nsec.; PIXTIME= 100 nsec.; 
Noise max = 0 or 0% 
12 
of Figure 4 corresponds to one high resolution or 
measurement pixel. Note in Figure 4 each column contains 
exactly five one's. This occurs since the time constant 
information is negligible compared to the pixel write time, 
and since there is no pixel distortion and no noise in that 
particular simulation. 
The time constant has its origin from two places. It 
models the electron beam intensity function and the camera 
measurement function. The electron beam can not be turned on 
or off instantaneously, and it is moving at a high rate 
along the raster scan line. If one commands just one pixel 
to be active and all others off, one would expect to see 
that the first active measurement pixel will not be fully 
active, and pixels after the fifth measurement pixel will be 
partially active. Active implies an intensity value which 
is non-zero. Off implies an intensity value of zero. An 
exponential function has been used to model the electron 
beam intensity function. 
The random noise models the combined affects of all the 
noise in the system. It has been assumed that the noise is 
both positive and negative. The maximum multiplicative 
noise factor is typically ten percent of the active value. 
With the inclusion of noise, one would expect to see a small 
random change in measurement intensity. 
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The pixel distortion models the varying pixel widths in 
the display and measurement devices. A Triangular function 
models the pixel location distortion function. 
The pixel location function is the sum of a ramp func-
tion and the pixel location distortion function. The pixel 
width function is the derivative of the pixel location func-
tion. If a triangular pixel location distortion function is 
used, then the pixel width function will be the sum of a 
square wave and a constant. This constant is the slope of 
the ramp function mentioned above. With the inclusion of 
pixel location distortion, one should expect to see a change 
in the pixel location, which follows the location distortion 
function. The measurement pixel widths will follow the 
derivative of the location function. 
The electron beam is a continuous function of time. 
The intensity assigned to any measurement pixel should be 
modeled as an average intensity over the pixel width. This 
average intensity is computed by integrating the intensity 
function over the distorted pixel width and dividing this 
integral by the average pixel write time. 
Figure 5 is a result from AMEASURE under the input con 
ditions listed in Figure S. 
The data of Figure 5 follows the expected results pre 
viously mentioned. As can be seen in Figure 5 ATRANSFER 
14 
0.58986 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.96701 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.99535 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
1.00918 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.86870 0.17444 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.15381 0.88066 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.01735 1.03588 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 1.06163 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.88053 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.62091 0.23961 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.12419 0.76504 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.02123 0.89840 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00347 0.90624 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.94130 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.96309 0.01013 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.36424 0.59517 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.05912 0.88288 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00964 0.92008 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.89992 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.91844 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.75268 0.19336 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.16608 0.80751 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.02709 0.93367 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00439 0.93823 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.93996 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.96440 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.48904 0.72094 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.05378 1.14720 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00595 1.19333 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.19448 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.99187 0.19918 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.17432 0.99808 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.01888 1.12717 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00203 1.11228 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.13516 
Figure 5. ATRANSFER matrix Call inaccuracies) 
With: NPIXLOW = 7; VARIATION= 10%; 
TCONST = 50 nsec.; PIXTIME = 100 nsec.; 
Noise max = .1 or 10% 
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contains many zero's. The matrix size and the memory 
requirement for AMEASURE grow as the square of the growth of 
the number of low resolution pixels per line. 
BMEASURE.FOR 
The BMEASURE routine will compute the same matrix as 
the AMEASURE routine except the result will be in the 
compressed BTRANSFER matrix form. This matrix is obtained 
by stripping off all the zeros and near-zeros of ATRANSFER, 
and recording the starting row number for each column of 
ATRANSFER in a vector, called !START. This compression of 
data reduces the required memory space for the result. In 
the BMEASURE routine, the memory space and the number of 
operations grows linearly with the growth in the number of 
low resolution pixels per line. 
The input data is: (same as that for AMEASURE) 
The' output data is: 
1. !START: A vector which contains the starting 
row number for non-zero or non-near-zero data 
for each column of the BTRANSFER matrix. 
2. BTRANSFER: The simulated compressed band diagonal 
transfer matrix. 
Figure 6 depicts the !START vector and the BTRANSFER matrix 
created with the same input conditions as Figure 5. 
The BTRANSFER matrix of Figure 6 contains only ten 
rows. This implies that the bandwidth, called !LENGTH, is 
ten for the above example. BMEASURE computes !LENGTH and 
16 
1 5 10 15 21 27 31 
0.58986 0.17444 0.23961 0.01013 0.19336 0.72094 0.19918 
0.96701 0.88066 0.76504 0.59517 0.80751 1.14720 0.99808 
0.99535 1.03588 0.89840 0.88288 0.93367 1.19333 1.12717 
1.00918 1.06163 0.90624 0.92008 0.93823 1.19448 1.11228 
0.86870 0.88053 0.94130 0.89992 0.93996 0.99187 1.13516 
0.15381 0.62091 0.96309 0.91844 0.96440 0.17432 0.00000 
0.01735 0.12419 0.36424 0.75268 0.48904 0.01888 0.00000 
0.00000 0.02123 0.05912 0.16608 0.05378 0.00203 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00347 0.00964 0.02709 0.00595 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00439 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
Figure 6. BTRANSFER matrix Call inaccuracies) 
With: NPIXLOW = 7; VARIATION = 10%; 
TCONST = 50 nsec.; PIXTIME = 100 nsec.; 
Noise max = .1 or 10% 
passes it to the multiply routine. !LENGTH is used in the 
multiply routine to determine where the zero's of the 
BTRANSFER matrix are. !LENGTH is a function of (1) the 
pixel width distortion percentage, (2) the ratio of the 
time constant and the pixel write time and, (3) the scale 
factor between high and low resolution pixels. !LENGTH is a 
measure of how many measurement pixels are affected by a 
single command pixel. 
The BMEASURE routine computes as many rows of BINV as 
are required (i.e., until near-zero data is found). The 
data in Figure 6 is the same as that in Figure 5 stored in 
compressed form. However, the memory space and the computa-
tion time for BMEASURE grow linearly with increasing matrix 
size. 
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Once the transfer matrix is created, it is ready to be 
multiplied by its transpose. This matrix multiply is per-
formed in the corresponding AMULT and BMULT routines. 
Multiply Routines 
Both multiply routines multiply a rectangular matrix by 
its transpose. Again the AMULT routine is used for test 
purposes, and the BMULT routine is intended for efficient 
Blend! implementation. 
AMULT.FOR 
AMULT.FOR uses conventional matrix multiply techniques 
to find the product of any rectangular matrix and its tran-
spose. 
The input data is: 
1. NPIXLOW: The number columns of the ATRANSFER 
matrix. 
2. ATRANSFER: The simulated non compressed band 
diagonal transfer matrix. 
The output data is: 
APRODUCT: The non compressed square symmetric 
band diagonal matrix created by multiplying 
ATRANSFER by its transpose. 
The product of any matrix with its transpose is a 
square symmetric matrix. If the input matrix is a band 
diagonal matrix then the output matrix will be a symmetric 
band diagonal matrix. Figure 7 is the APRODUCT matrix when 
the input is the ATRANSFER matrix of Figure 5. 
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In the APRODUCT matrix the maximum number of rows with 
non-zero or non-near-zero data per column below and includ-
ing the main diagonal is nLl". For Figure 7 Ll is two. 
This number is critical to the computation speed and accu-
racy of the matrix inverse routine. Ll is a function of the 
following FORTRAN variables: (1) TCONST, (2) PIXTIME, (3) 
VARIATION and, (4) IRESFACT. Ll represents the number of 
command pixels that are affected by a single active command 
pixel. For most practical display devices Ll is anticipated 
to be less than three. The bandwidth of the APRODUCT 
matrix is computed as two times Ll minus one. 
Since APRODUCT is a symmetric band matrix, one can 
compress APRODUCT into a much smaller matrix. This matrix, 
BPRODUCT, should contain only Ll rows. Further, one should 
be able to develop an efficient algorithm whose run time is 
a linear function of the matrix size to compute the product 
of a band diagonal matrix with its transpose. 
4.07081 0.30496 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.30496 4.18284 0.26601 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.26601 4.22093 0.28761 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.28761 4.22859 0.30907 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.30907 4.49714 0.42137 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.42137 5.70117 0.39508 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.39508 4.83210 
Figure 7. APRODUCT matrix 
With: NPIXLOW = 7; !LENGTH = 10 
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BMULT.FOR 
This routine takes advantage of the known zero and 
near-zero locations in ATRANSFER to reduce the number of 
operations needed to compute a sufficiently accurate product 
of a band diagonal matrix with its transpose. 
The input data is: 
1. NPIXLOW: The number columns of the ATRANSFER 
matrix. 
2. !LENGTH: The bandwidth of the BTRANSFER 
matrix. 
3. BTRANSFER: The simulated compressed band 
diagonal transfer matrix. 
4. !START: A vector which defines the starting 
row number for each column of BTRANSFER. 
The output data is: 
1. BPRODUCT: The compressed square symmetric 
band diagonal matrix created by multiplying 
BTRANSFER by its transpose. 
2. Ll: the maximum number of non-zero rows on 
any column Of BPRODUCT. 
The technique for producing BPRODUCT from BTRANSFER and 
!START is a special matrix multiply. Since the starting row 
number for any non-zero data and the maximum number of rows 
in BTRANSFER is known, then one can perform the matrix mul-
tiply with a minimum number of operations. At most !LENGTH 
multiplies are required to calculate each element in BPRO-
DUCT. And there are only Ll elements per column of BPRODUCT 
that need to be calculated. Therefore, at most only 
Ll*ILENGTH multiplies are required to calculate each column 
Of the BPRODUCT matrix. 
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The most difficult task in generating the BMULT program 
was one of indexing. Since both the input and output 
matrices are stored in compressed form, one must be sure to 
index the array elements properly to create the correct 
matrix product. The index map of Figure 8 was useful in the 
programming effort. 
Figure 9 is the result of BMULT when the input matrix 
is the BTRANSFER matrix of Figure 6. The BPRODUCT matrix of 
Figure 9 contains the essence of Figure 7. 
-------------------------------------
11,112,113,11 0 I O I 0 I 0 I O 0 I 
12,111,212,213,21 O I 0 IO I 0 O I 
13,112,211,312,313,31 0 I O I O 0 I 
I O 13,212,311,412,413,41 0 I O 0 I 
I 0 I 0 13,312,411,512,513,51 O O I 
I 0 I 0 I 0 13,412,511,612,613,61 0 I 
I O I O I 0 I 0 13,512,611,712,713,71 
I 0 IO I 0 I 0 I 0 13,612,711,812,81 
I 0 I 0 I O I 0 I O I O 13,712,811,91 
--------------------~-------------~~~ 
Figure 8. Matrix index map 
For compressed symmetric band diagonal matrices 
With: Ll = 3. 
4.07081 4.18284 4.22093 4.22859 4.49714 5.70117 4.83210 
0.30496 0.26601 0.28761 0.30907 0.42137 0.39508 0.00000 
Figure 9. BPRODUCT matrix 
With: NPIXLOW = 7; !LENGTH = 10 
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Since BPRODUCT contains only Ll (typically 2) rows, the 
memory space and the computation time grow linearly with 
increasing matrix size. The next operation required to 
evaluate equation (2) is to find the inverse of the "PRO-
DUCT" matrix. 
Inverse Routines 
A number of different techniques have been investigated 
to discover a fast and efficient inverse algorithm for the 
special case matrices of the Blend! system. Only the best 
method investigated is reported in this Thesis. The special 
case matrices that apply to the Blend! routines are sym-
metric band diagonal matrices. Since APRODUCT contains many 
zero elements and especially since one can specify the com-
putational accuracy required of the inverse algorithm one is 
able to to develop an inverse algorithm which is more eff i-
cient for these special case matrices. Essentially one can 
approximate the near-zero locations in the inverse matrix as 
zero. 
AINY.FOR 
AINV.FOR computes the inverse of a given matrix via a 
subroutine call to AMINV. AMINV is a conventional inverse 
algorithm, which uses the Gauss-Jordan method for finding 
the inverse of a square matrix. AMINV.FOR is found in the 
FORTRAN MATH SCIENCE LIBRARY. 
The input data is: 
1. NPIXLOW: The size of the square symmetric 
band diagonal matrix to be inverted. 
2. APRODUCT: The non compressed symmetric band 
diagonal matrix to be inverted. 
The outputs data is: 
AINV: The non compressed square symmetric 
band diagonal matrix, which is the inverse 
of the APRODUCT matrix. 
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This subroutine is limited in that it successfully 
inverts symmetric band diagonal matrices with dimensions 
less than 60. For larger matrix sizes an underflow error 
occurs. If AMINV was successful in inverting larger 
matrices, it would be undesirable for the Blend! system, 
since the number of operations required to compute the 
inverse grows as the cube of the matrix size. Figure 10 is 
the result from AINV.FOR when the input matrix is the matrix 
in Figure 7. One should note that the magnitude of the off 
diagonal terms beyond Ll is exponentially decreasing • 
.25E+O -.18E-l .llE-2 -.78E-4 .54E-5 -.40E-6 • 33E-7 
-.18E-l .24E+O -.lSE-1 .lOE-2 -.72E-4 .54E-5 -.44E-6 
.llE-2 -.lSE-1 .24E+O -.16E-l .llE-2 -.84E-4 .69E-5 
-.78E-4 .lOE-2 -.16E-l .24E+O -.17E-l .12E-2 -.lOE-3 
.54E-5 -.72E-4 .llE-2 -.17E-l .23E+O -.17E-l .14E-2 
-.40E-6 .54E-5 -.84E-4 .12E-2 -.17E-1 .18E+O -.lSE-1 
.33E-7 -.44E-6 .69E-5 -.lOE-3 .14E-2 -.lSE-1 .21E+O 
Figure 10. AINV matrix 
With: NPIXLOW = 7 
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The data in Figure 10 is in exponential format to show 
that off main diagonal elements while negligible are not 
zero. Again negligible implies near-zero. Figure 10 shows 
that the inverse of a symmetric band diagonal matrix is a 
symmetric matrix which has large data elements along the 
main diagonal. Further, each of the succeeding diagonals 
below the main diagonal has smaller data than the one above. 
Thus, the inverse can be approximated as a symmetric band 
diagonal matrix. 
These characteristics are used in the development of 
an accurate inverse algorithm for symmetric band diagonal 
matrices. The algorithm which has been developed for this 
special matrix inverse is called BINV.FOR 
BINV.FOR 
BINV.FOR computes the inverse of a square matrix via a 
call to the subroutine BINVSUB. 
The input data is: 
1. NPIXLOW: The size of the square symmetric 
band diagonal matrix to be inverted. 
2. Ll: the maximum number of non-zero rows on 
any column Of BPRODUCT. 
3. BPRODUCT: The compressed symmetric band 
diagonal matrix to be inverted. 
4. L2: The computed number of non-near-zero data 
values per column of BINV. L2 = 2*Ll - 1 
The output data is: 
BINV: The compressed square symmetric band 
diagonal matrix, which is the inverse 
of the APRODUCT matrix. BINV is calculated 
to only L2 data values per column. 
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The technique used by BINVSUB is well commented in the 
program. A brief summary of this technique follows. The 
inverse of a symmetric band diagonal matrix of length Ll can 
be approximated by a symmetric band diagonal matrix of 
length L2. Therefore, one can generate and solve L2 simul-
taneous equations to solve for any column of BINV. These L2 
equations are generated by the concept that a matrix times 
its inverse is an identity matrix. Once the L2 equations 
have been generated, Gauss-Siedel Elimination is used to 
solve the L2 equations. Figure 11 is the result BINV matrix 
when the input matrix is the BPRODUCT matrix of Figure 9o 
When L2 is equal to NPIXLOW, Figure 11 indicates the 
BINV matrix is identical to the corresponding AINV matrix. 











































Figure 11. BINV matrix {L2 = 7) 









equivalence of Figure 11 and Figure 10. Figure 12 is the 
BINV matrix, which is the inverse of Figure 9, when L2 is 
three. 
The data in Figure 12 is identical (for 2 significant 
digits) to the major and the two lower minor diagonals of 
Figure 10. For larger matrix sizes visual comparison of the 
AINV data and the BINV data is inadequate. Statistics pro-
grams have been developed. These programs calculate the 
accuracy of the inverse routines. 
Statistics Routines 
The accuracy of the inverse routines CAINV.FOR and 
BINV.FOR) are determined in the statistics routines by mul-
tiplying the inverse matrix by the original matrix. This 
product should be an identity matrix. Statistics are run on 
the main diagonal and the minor diagonals above the main 
diagonal of the assumed identity matrix. If the inversion 
is without error the main diagonal will contain all l's: all 
other elements will contain zero's. The following statis-
.25E+O .24E+O .24E+O .24E+O .23E+O .18E+O 
-.18E-l -.lSE-1 -.16E-l -.17E-l -.17E-l -.lSE-1 
.llE-2 .lOE-2 .llE-2 .12E-2 .14E-2 .OOE+O 
Figure 12. BINV matrix (L2 = 3) 





tics are tabulated for each diagonal of the approximated 
identity matrix: 
1. MAX: The maximum data value. 
2. MIN: The m1n1mum data value. 
3. AVG: The mean data value. 
4. STDEV: The standard deviation of the data. 
5. ABSDIFF: The approximate average of the 
absolute value of the difference of the 
data from the expected data value 
(either 1 or 0). 
These statistics are useful when comparing the inverse 
routine's accuracy and as a comparison between AINV and 
BINV. Excluding the first row, the max and min columns of 
the statistics tables which follow indicate the largest 
error of the assumed identity matrix. If the inverse pro-
vides the desired accuracy, the largest error will be 
smaller than the Blend! accuracy goal of 1 part in 10,000. 
ASTAT.FOR 
ASTAT.FOR performs the previously mentioned statistics 
on the AINV data. Analysis is performed on the main diago-
nal and all the minor diagonals above the main diagonal. 
The input data is: 
1. NPIXLOW: The size of the square symmetric 
band diagonal input matrices. 
2. APRODUCT: The non compressed symmetric band 
diagonal matrix to be .inverted. 
3. AINV: The non compressed square symmetric 
band diagonal matrix, which is the inverse 
of the APRODUCT matrix. 
The output data is: 
The five statistical terms listed above. 
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Table 2 is a set of statistics for the input matrices 
of Figure 7 and Figure 10. Each row of Table 2 corresponds 
to a diagonal of the assumed identity matrix. The first row 
corresponds to the main diagonal. The second row 
corresponds to the minor diagonal directly above the main 
diagonal and so forth. Table 2 seems to indicate the pro-
duct of APRODUCT and its inverse is not a perfect identity 
matrix. The erroneous data is most likely a result of com-
puter roundoff. 
Computer roundoff error occurs at approximately 1 part 
in 10,000,000. The roundoff possibility explains why Table 
2 shows a small ABSDIFF when the STDEV is zero! This occurs 
because STDEV is computed as the sum of small parts and 
counter acting large parts, while ABSDIFF is the sum of 
small parts only. Note that the errors in Table 2 are less 
than the Blend! accuracy goal. 
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Table 2. Statistics For AINV 
LINE MAX MIN AVG STD EV AB SDI FF 
---------------~----------------------------------~-------
1 O.lOOE+Ol O.lOOE+Ol O.lOOE+Ol O.OOOE+OO 0.145E-06 
2 O.OOOE+OO -0.224E-07 -0.869E-08 0.795E-08 0.869E-08 
3 0.931E-09 -0.931E-09 O.OOOE+OO 0.779E-09 0.745E-09 
4 0.291E-10 -0.291E-10 O.OOOE+OO 0.206E-10 0.146E-10 
5 0.182E-ll O.OOOE+OO 0.121E-ll 0.857E-12 0.121E-ll 
6 O.OOOE+OO -0.114E-12 -0.568E-13 0.568E-13 0.568E-13 
7 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 
With: NPIXLOW = 7 
BSTAT.FOR 
BSTAT.FOR performs the statistics on the BINV data. 
The BSTAT routine computes the postulated identity matrix 
out to Ll plus L2 minor diagonals. Only these diagonals 
have a possibility of being non-zero because zero times a 
non-infinite number is zero. Therefore, only LI plus L2 
minor diagonals are analyzed by BSTAT. The BSTAT routine 
contains an efficient algorithm for multiplying two square 
symmetric band diagonal matrices which have different 
bandwidths. 
The input data is: 
1. NPIXLOW: The size of the square symmetric 
band diagonal input matrices. 
2. BPRODUCT: The compressed square symmetric band 
diagonal matrix. 
3. Ll: The maximum number of rows per column of 
the BPRODUCT matrix. 
4. BINV: The compressed square symmetric band 
diagonal matrix which is the inverse of the 
BPRODUCT matrix. 
5. L2: The number of rows per column of the BINV 
matrix. 
The output data is: The same as that of ASTAT.FOR 
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There are many accuracy measurements. Perhaps the most 
meaningful accuracy indicator is the largest error of the 
assumed identity matrix. The largest error is found under 
the MAX or MIN columns of the statistics table, excluding 
the first row. If L2 is chosen less than NPIXLOW, then the 
largest error will occur at the L2 plus one row of the stat-
istics since the L2th row of BINV is the least accurate. 
Table 3 lists the statistics when the inverse was corn-
puted with L2 equal to NPIXLOW, which was seven. The input 
BINV matrix is the BINV matrix of Figure 11. In the follow-
ing example L2 is equal to NPIXLOW; consequently, the larg-
est error occurs in the second row. In this case the error 
is on the order of the computer roundoff. 
Since L2 was chosen to be equal to NPIXLOW, then the 
statistics in Table 3 should be identical to the statistics 
































































close but not identical to Table 2 This is due to the fact 
that the order in which the terms are summed to create the 
elements of the assumed identity matrix is different in the 
two routines. Therefore, they produce different computer 
roundoff errors. 
Table 4 lists the statistics for the BINV data of Fig-
ure 12. Table 4 indicates that, when L2 is less than NPIX-
Table 4. Statistics For BINV CL2 = 3) 







O.lOOE+Ol O.lOOE+Ol O.lOOE+Ol 
0.137E-05 -0.214E-05 0.104E-06 
0.310E-04 -0.217E-04 -0.166E-05 
0.423E-03 0.299E-03 0.347E-03 











With: NPIXLOW = 7; !LENGTH = 10; Ll = 2; L2 = 3 
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LOW, the BINV matrix is not as accurate as the AINV matrix. 
This occurs since the BINV data was computed with L2 equal 
to three. Larger values of L2 improve the accuracy of the 
BINV data with the cost of more CPU time. Table 4 may be 
deceiving in that the fifth row contains all zero's. This 
occurs since, for rows greater than or equal to Ll plus L2, 
all the terms vanish. 
Table 5 lists the largest error, the row in which it 
occurs, and the maximum of the absolute value of the data in 
the L2th row of BINV as a function of L2. The input data 
for Table 5 is listed at the bottom of the table. 
From Table 5 one can see that the two accuracy measures 
indicate different values of L2. L2 is chosen based upon an 
Table 5. Statistics vs. L2 
L2 Largest 
error 
Row Max data on 



































With: NPIXLOW = 1000; VARIATION = 10%; 
TCONST = 50 nsec.; PIXTIME = 100 nsec. 
Noise max = .1 or 10%; !LENGTH = 10; Ll = 2 
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accuracy of 1 part in 10,000. The first accuracy measure, 
the largest error, indicates L2 should be three. The second 
accuracy measure, the Max data on the L2th column of BINV, 
indicates L2 should be four. The latter is a more conserva-
tive accuracy measure. Table 5 indicates that when L2 is 
chosen to be greater than or equal to NPIXLOW, the worst 
error is on the order of the computer roundoff error. 
ANALYSIS 
The purpose of this section of the report is to analyze 
the effect of the time constant, the pixel location or width 
distortion, and the noise on the memory requirement and the 
CPU time. As will be shown in the results section of this 
paper, the memory requirement and the CPU time are directly 
related to the bandwidth, !LENGTH, of the transfer matrix. 
Therefore, in this section one is interested in how the time 
constant, distortion, and the noise affect !LENGTH. 
Figure 13 is the BTRANSFER matrix with no time con-
stant, no distortion, and no noise. Figure 13 may be used 
as a reference during the following analysis. In this 
analysis the effects of the parameters are isolated by set-
ting the other parameters to zero. Note that Figure 13 
represents the compressed form of the ATRANSFER matrix of 
Figure 4. 
Figure 13 contains five rows per column each with an 
intensity of unity. This is expected since all the inaccu-
racies are set to zero. 
Time Constant 
Increasing the time constant will have the affect of 
increasing !LENGTH, Ll, and L2. It is assumed that the time 
34 
1 6 11 16 21 26 31 
1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
Figure 13. BTRANSFER matrix (no inaccuracies) 
With: NPIXLOW = 7; VARIATION= 0%; 
TCONST = .0001 nsec.; PIXTIME = 100 nsec.; 
Noise max = 0 or 0% 
constant associated with any pixel is probably less than the 
pixel write time. Figure 14 depicts the effect of a 50 
nsec. time constant when the write time is 100 nsec. 
Figure 14 indicates that !LENGTH is seven when the time 
constant write time ratio is 50%. This is an increase of 
two rows from the reference BTRANSFER matrix of Figure 13. 
The data values in Figure 14 are the average beam intensity 
1 6 11 16 21 26 31 
0.56767 0.56767 0.56767 0.56767 0.56767 0.56767 0.56767 
0.94149 0.94149 0.94149 0.94149 0.94149 0.94149 0.94149 
0.99208 0.99208 0.99208 0.99208 0.99208 0.99208 0.99208 
0.99893 0.99893 0.99893 0.99893 0.99893 0.99893 0.99893 
0.99985 0.99985 0.99985 0.99985 0.99985 0.99985 0.99985 
0.43231 0.43231 0.43231 0.43231 0.43231 0.43231 0.00000 
0.05851 0.05851 0.05851 0.05851 0.05851 0.05851 0.00000 
0.00792 0.00792 0.00792 0.00792 0.00792 0.00792 0.00000 
Figure 14. BTRANSFER matrix Ctconst inaccuracies) 
With: NPIXLOW = 7; VARIATION= 0%; 
TCONST = 50 nsec.; PIXTIME = 100 nsec.; 
Noise max = O or 0% 
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values over the pixel width. This average is computed by 
integrating the beam intensity function and dividing by the 
write time Ci.e., the non distorted pixel width). 
Table 6 lists !LENGTH, Ll, the minimum satisfactory L2, 
the largest error, and the corresponding maximum absolute 
value of the BINV data on the L2th row as a function of the 
time constant write time ratio. The data in Table 6 was 
computed without distortion or noise. 
Table 6 depicts the bandwidth as a function of the time 
constant write time ratio. Table 6 also provides a list of 
minimum L2s as a function of !LENGTH. 
In the measure routine every !DIST pixel is commanded 
concurrently under the assumption that they are independent. 
The requirement for independent command pixels is that !DIST 
must be greater than !LENGTH. One needs to know the maximum 
or worst case time constant to determine the dimension 
requirement in the FORTRAN code and the !DIST number. 
Table 6 verifies that Ll is a function of !LENGTH. Ll 
follows the integer divide in equation (3). Ll is a measure 
of how many low resolution or command pixels are affected by 
one active command pixel. IRESFACT in equation (3) is the 
Table 6. BTRANSFER Bandwidth vs. TCONST 
TCONST/ !LENGTH Ll L2 Largest Max data on the 
PIXTIME error L2th column of BINV 
------------------------------------------------~-~~~ 






































































With: NPIXLOW = 100; PIXTIME = 100 nsec. 
VARIATION = 0%; Noise max = 0 or 0% 
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linear resolution scale factor between command and measure-
ment pixels. For the Blend! system IRESFACT is assumed to 
be five. 
Ll = (!LENGTH + IRESFACT - l)/IRESFACT (3) 
Pixel Width Distortion 
If one sets the time constant ratio to zero and the 
noise max to zero, then one can find the effect of the dis-
tortion function on !LENGTH. Figure 15 is the BTRANSFER 
matrix with a 10% distortion. 
In Figure 15 one can see that the first and last fourth 
of the measurement pixels have been lengthened by 10%, and 
the middle half of the measurement pixels have been shor-
tened by 10%. This occurs since the BMEASURE routine models 
the pixel location distortion function as a triangular 
1 5 10 15 21 27 31 
1.10000 0.50000 0.60000 0.10000 0.50000 1.10000 0.50000 
1.10000 1.10000 0.90000 0.90000 0.90000 1.10000 1.10000 
1.10000 1.10000 0.90000 0.90000 0.90000 1.10000 1.10000 
1.10000 1.10000 0.90000 0.90000 0.90000 1.10000 1.10000 
0.60000 0.90000 0.90000 0.90000 0.90000 0.60000 1.10000 
0.00000 0.30000 0.80000 0.90000 0.90000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.40000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
Figure 15. BTRANSFER matrix (variation inaccuracies) 
With: NPIXLOW = 7; VARIATION = 10%; 
TCONST = .0001 nsec.; PIXTIME = 100 nsec.; 
Noise max = 0 or 0% 
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waveform. A triangular pixel location distortion function 
ensures that the average pixel width is not changed. Note 
in Figure 15 the intensity of each command pixel, except the 
last pixel, is still five (i.e., add all the data values in 
each column). Also note the measurement pixels, which 
correspond to boundary positions of the command pixels, are 
sometimes split between two command pixels. 
The intensity measured for the last command pixel is 
two precent below the command value of five units. This 
occurs since the time constant effect for the last command 
pixel is lost beyond the edge of the screen. 
Since a measurement pixel is 20% of a command pixel 
then a distortion, which is less than 20%, should cause an 
increase of just one row (i.e., one measurement pixel). 
However in Figure 15 !LENGTH is seven. This is an increase 
of two rows over the reference BTRANSFER matrix of Figure 
13. The extra row in Figure 15 occurs since, with distor-
tion, one command pixel can affect whole measurement pixels 
and fractional measurement pixels. With a distortion which 
is less than 20%, !LENGTH is increased by at most two. This 
result is independent of the matrix size, the time constant, 
and the noise. Typical optic fibers are assumed to have a 
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maximum width distortion of 10%. Therefore, typical dis-
tortions should increase !LENGTH by no more than two. And 
thus typical distortions have a negligible impact on Ll and 
L2. 
Noise 
Semi-random noise alters the intensity value of any 
measurement pixel. The inclusion of noise has no affect on 
the matrix size or the CPU time. Figure 16 is the BTRANSFER 
matrix when a .1 or 10% noise max is present. 
In Figure 16 !LENGTH is still five. Therefore, the 
inclusion of noise does not impact the memory requirement or 
the CPU time. 
1 6 11 16 21 26 31 
0.90000 0.94043 0.98804 1.06603 1.05120 1.07169 1.08283 
0.92032 0.95748 1.02181 1.04666 1.08177 1.10000 1.06583 
0.90938 0.96688 1.01079 1.03302 1.06751 1.09180 1.04186 
0.91794 0.97860 1.04655 1.00162 1.04736 1.09025 1.01301 
0.94837 0.95618 1.08147 1.02077 1.04520 1.08649 1.03217 
Figure 16. BTRANSFER matrix (noise inaccuracies) 
With: NPIXLOW = 7; VARIATION = 0%; 
TCONST = .0001 nsec.; PIXTIME = 100 nsec.; 
Noise max = .1 or 10% 
RESULTS 
The CPU time to create the inverse of a symmetric band 
diagonal matrix is analyzed in this section of the report. 
It can be shown that for AINV the CPU time is related to the 
cube of the matrix size, while for BINV the CPU time is 
linearly related to the matrix size. 
The CPU time consumed by a program can be found by a 
$SHOW SYSTEM command on the VAX 11-780. When running the 
inverse algorithm there is a substantial amount of CPU time 
invested in reading and writing the input and output data. 
The actual CPU time consumed by the inverse operations alone 
can be computed by the following procedure: 
1. Measure the CPU time to run BINV 
2. Measure the CPU time to run BINVlOl* 
3. Subtract the time in 1. from the time 
in 2. and divide by 100 
*Note, BINVlOl is the same as BINV except that 101 
calls are made to the inverse subroutine, BINVSUB, 
instead of just 1 call. 
AINY CPU Time 
Table 7 lists the CPU Time for the AINV routine as a 
function of the matrix size. 
The data in Table 7 is subject to change owing to 
uncontrollable factors such as the number of users on the 
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Table 7. CPU Time For AINV vs. NPIXLOW 
NPIXLOW TIME FOR 1 TIME FOR 101 TIME/RUN 
IN SEC. IN SEC. IN SEC. 
------------------------------------------------
5 .43 .92 .0049 
10 .59 3.26 .0267 
15 .88 9.82 .0894 
20 1.42 21.43 .2001 
25 1.97 41.45 .3948 
30 3.23 69.64 .6641 
35 3.79 108.79 1.0500 
40 4.76 160.95 1.5619 
45 6.12 229.49 2.2300 
50 7.47 312.62 3.0500 
100 **** ****** 23.1504* 
1000 **** ****** 20,143.9633* 
* These are estimated CPU times. 
system at the time of the run. One must remember that the 
numbers are not constant. However, the data does indicate 
the approximate CPU time required to compute the inverse. 
The data in Table 7 roughly follows equation (4). This 
equation was calculated using the HP-67 curve fitting pro-
gram from the HP STANDARD PAC. 
AINV_CPU_TIME = (30.6E-6)*CNPIXLOW**2.94) (4) 
Equation (4) was found by using all but the first two 
data values of Table 7 These values were excluded since they 
are smaller than the accuracy of the CPU Time measurement 
capabilities. Equation (4) indicates the CPU Time required 
to compute AINV is related to the cube of the matrix size! 
The last two values for Table 7 are estimated values. These 
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estimates were computed using equation (4). An estimate of 
the CPU time required for AINV to compute the inverse of a 
10,000 by 10,000 matrix is 4,868 hours. 
BINV CPU Time 
Table 8 lists the CPU Time for the BINV routine as a 
function of matrix size. The BINV data in Table 8 was cal-
culated with L2 equal to three. 
From the data in Table 8 it appears that the CPU Time 
required to compute the inverse of a matrix using BINV.FOR 
is a linear function of the matrix size. Equation (5) was 
computed using the data for a matrix size of 1000. 
Table 8. CPU Time For BINV vs. NPIXLOW 
NPIXLOW TIME FOR 1 TIME FOR 101 TIME/RUN 
IN SEC. IN SEC. IN SEC. 
------------------------~~---------~~-----------
5 .53 .70 .0017 
10 .53 .as .0032 
15 .58 1.10 .0052 
20 .63 1.24 .0061 
25 .65 1.44 .0079 
30 .60 1.66 .0106 
35 .63 1.76 .0113 
40 .67 2.01 .0134 
45 .68 2.20 .0152 
50 .so 2.27 .0147 
100 .81 4.33 .0352 
1000 4.92 37.87 .3295 
With: L2 = 3; Ll = 2 
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BINV_CPU_TIME = (329.SE-6)*NPIXLOW (5) 
Equation (5) is valid only when L2 is equal to three 
and Ll is two. One should expect that the CPU Time is also 
a linear function of the product of L2 and Ll. One can gen-
erate an approximate equation for the CPU Time as a function 
of Ll, L2, and the matrix size. 
BINV_CPU_TIME = (65.9E-6)*Ll*L2*NPIXLOW (6) 
The accuracy of the inverse data is dependent on L2 and 
the computer accuracy. A comparison between equations (6) 
and (4) indicates the BINV routine is faster than the AINV 
routine as long as the inequality of equation (7) holds 
true. 
1/2 
NPIXLOW > C2*Ll*L2) (7) 
CONCLUSIONS 
As shown in the previous sections, the BINV routine is 
fast. It successfully inverts a 10,000 by 10,000 symmetric 
band diagonal matrix, with L2 equal to three, in less than 
four seconds! It was also shown that the inverse is accu-
rate. The accuracy can be set, limited to the machine accu-
racy, by selecting the appropriate value for L2. In this 
section of the report we will attempt to predict some of the 
characteristics of the BlendII system. 
Figure 1 depicts the relationship between the measure-
ment and the command pixels of the BlendII system. For sim-
plicity it will be assumed that the linear scale factor 
between command pixels and measurement pixels, IRESFACT, is 
three. For each command pixel there will be nine measure-
ment pixels. One can model the command and measurement pix-
els as vectors. Thus the measurement vector is nine times 
as long as the command vector. The measurement vector is 
related to the command vector by equation Cl). The 
ATRANSFER matrix of the BlendII system is depicted in Figure 
17. For simplicity in Figure 17 the number of command rows, 
corresponding to the columns of Figure 17, is depicted to be 
only four, while the number of command pixels is left as an 





Figure 17. BlendII ATRANSFER matrix CIRESFACT = 3) 
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Figure 17 shows that one row of command pixels overlaps 
three rows of measurement pixels and bleeds data into the 
rows of measurement pixels above and below the corresponding 
row of command pixels. The BlendII ATRANSFER matrix is 
divided into submatrices. These submatrices, as depicted in 
Figure 17, are the band diagonal ATRANSFER matrices of the 
Blend! system (i.e., the ATRANSFER matrix discussed 
throughout this paper>. Each of these submatrices 
represents the transfer function relating one row of command 
pixels to one row of measurement pixels on the face of the 
camera. Typically there will be at most five, IRESFACT plus 
two times the number .of of bleed rows, non-zero submatrices 
corresponding to a single row of command pixels. 
The BlendII APRODUCT matrix is the product of the tran-
spose of the BlendII ATRANSFER matrix and the BlendII 
ATRANSFER matrix. A simple procedure to find the CI,J)th 
element of the Blend!! APRODUCT matrix is to multiply the 
Ith and Jth columns of the BlendII ATRANSFER matrix. The 
Blend!! APRODUCT matrix is depicted in Figure 18. 
The Blend!! APRODUCT matrix is a square symmetric 
banded diagonal matrix. The band about the main diagonal 
may be interpreted as the transfer function relating one row 
of command space to the corresponding command data. Either 
the upper or lower bands of this square symmetric banded 
diagonal matrix represents the transfer function relating 
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Figure 18. Blend!! APRODUCT matrix {IRESFACT = 3) 
neighboring rows of command space to the command data. 
Thus, the number of bands in the Blend!! APRODUCT matrix is 
the number of rows of command space that that is overlapped 
by a single row of command data. This number is anticipated 
to be three for most practical display devices. 
Figure 18 depicts the Blend!! APRODUCT matrix as 16 
submatrices. Each submatrix is 
matrix with dimensions NPIXLOW by 
contains non-zero data only in 
a square band diagonal 
NPIXLOW. Each submatrix 
a band about the main 
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diagonal of that particular submatrix. This unique charac-
teristic will simplify the inverse algorithm! 
The approximate 
requirements of the 
Blend!! AINV matrix. 
inverse satisfying the accuracy 
Blend!! APRODUCT matrix is called the 
The Blend!! AINV matrix is anticipated 
to be a square symmetric banded diagonal matrix. The number 
of bands in the Blend!! AINV matrix is anticipated to be two 
times the number of bands in the Blend!! APRODUCT matrix 
minus one. The bandwidth of these bands will be larger than 
those of the BlendlI APRODUCT matrix. If there are 100 rows 
of command pixels, with 100 pixels per row, in view of the 
camera then the Blend!! APRODUCT matrix will be a 10,000 by 
10,000 square symmetric banded diagonal matrix. 
The inverse of an APRODUCT matrix with three bands will 
be a square symmetric banded diagonal matrix with five 
bands. The CPU time required to find the inverse of a Blen-
d!! APRODUCT matrix which has five bands will be approxi-
mately three times that required to find the inverse of a 
Blend! APRODUCT matrix of equal size. It has already been 
demonstrated that the inverse of a 10,000 by 10,000 sym-
metric band diagonal matrix requires approximately 3.3 
seconds. Therefore, the CPU time required to find the 
inverse of a symmetric five band diagonal matrix is 
estimated at 10 seconds. 
APPENDIX A. 
A* FORTRAN LISTINGS 









Create the transfer matrix. 
Conventional matrix multiply, 
applicable to a matrix times 
its transpose. 
Call AMINV. 
Gauss-Jordan matrix inverse. 
Conventional matrix multiply, 
applicable to two square matrices, 
and generate statistics. 
AMEASURE.FOR 
C AMEASURE.FOR 
C Created by Phil Gatt and Dr. B. w. Patz 
C Latest revision date Sept 1, 1983 
C---FUNCTION---
C To model the display device and simulate the camera 
C measurements. This routine will produce a transfer 
C function matrix called ATRANSFER. This transfer matrix 
C will contain all the information which is required to 
C model the display and camera devices. It is assumed 
C that 1 low resolution pixel corresponds to 5 non 
C distorted high resolution pixels. Further for the 
C current time frame, it is assumed that there exist 
C only one row of command pixels in view of the camera. 
C---INPUTS---
C NPIXLOW => 
c 




=> The maximum percent deviation or 
C TCONST 
c 
distortion in pixel width. . 
=> The average time constant for the 
measurement pixels in nsec. 
C PIXTIME · => The average write time per measurement 
pixel in nsec. c 
C HI 
c 
=> The maximum bound for any noise per 
measurement pixel. .1 implies 10% 
C---ASSUMPTIONS--- (found in the data statement) 
C IRESFACT = 5 Implies that NPIXHIGH is five times 
C NPIXLOW. 
C IDIST = 6 Implies that the length between non 
C interacting command pixels is assumed 
C to be 6. 
C---OUTPUTS---




C DISPINT(NPIXHIGH + 1) 
AMEASURE.FOR 51 
C---TECHNIQUE---
C The technique for finding ATRANSFER is to activate one 
C low resolution pixel and compute the corresponding high 
C resolution pixels data. There are many factors which to 






1. Time Constant Information 
2. Pixel Write Time 
3. Local Noise Factor 
4. Pixel Distortion Function (Triangle) 
C This process is repeated until all the low resolution 
C pixels have been activated, and all high resolution 
C measurements have been calculated. 
C Since one low resolution pixel can affect only some 
C small number of high resolution pixels, called !LENGTH, 
C Then one can simultaneously activate every IDISTth low 
C resolution pixel and be guaranteed that the 
C measurements will be be independent from other active 
C low resolution pixels, as long as !DIST > ILENGTH/5. 
C This enables one to perform the measurement simulation 




The ratio on a linear basis between low 
and high resolution pixels. 









TYPE *,'FOR PROMPTS COMPILE WITH D_LINES' 
100 CONTINUE 
D TYPE *,'OUTPUT TO: T(ERMINAL) I D(ISK) I 
READCS,2000)ANS 
IF (ANS • EQ • ' D ' ) TH EN 
IW = 8 
OPEN(UNIT=8,TYPE='NEW') 
ElSE IF(ANS.EQ. 'T') THEN 




D TYPE*,'INPUT THE# LOW RESOLUTION PIXELS' 
ACCEPT*,NPIXLOW 
NPIXHIGH = NPIXLOW*IRESFACT 
D TYPE*,'INPUT THE PERCENT VARIATION IN WIDTH (10)%' 
ACCEPT*,VARIATION 
VARIATION = VARIATION/100. !PERCENT 
D TYPE *,'ENTER DISPLAY TIME CONSTANT (nSEC)' 
ACCEPT*, TCONST 
D TYPE *,'ENTER PIXEL WRITE TIME (nSEC)' 
ACCEPT*,PIXTIME 
IF(TCONST.GT.3*PIXTIME)THEN 
TYPE*,'ERROR TIME CONST TOO LARGE' 
STOP 
ENDIF 
C Compute the noise factors for the measurement pixels. 
ISEEDl = 43633288 
CALL NOISE 




C Load dispint with a series of low res pulses which 
C are separated by enough distance so that they are 
C independent of each other. For now this distance 
C is 6 (!DIST) low res pixels. 
C Initialization 
!LENGTH = 0 
C Main do loop (!DIST iterations) 
!END = MINCNPIXLOW,IDIST) 
DO 400 JJ=O,CIEND-1) 





JCNT = l 
= 0 implies ready for the first data value for 
that particular command pixel 
= l implies Load the measurement pixels until 
the data is less than l part in 512. 
IFLG = 0 
C Clear DISPINT 
DO 200 K=l,CNPIXHIGH + 1) 
DISPINT(K)=O.O 
200 CONTINUE 
C Load DISPINT as if to command every !DIST pixel 
C simultaneously 
DO 300 M = JJ,NPIXLOW-1,IDIST 
IPOS = M*IRESFACT 
DO 300 K = l,IRESFACT 
DISPINT(IPOS+K) = l 
300 CONTINUE 
C DISPINT(I) corresponds to the input intensity command 
C where I*PIXTIME corresponds to time in nsec. 
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AMEASURE.FOR 
C Simulate the measurement data (high res) 
T2 = 0.0 
Yl = 0.0 
DO 1000 II = l,NPIXHIGH 
C Find the appropriate pixel width which corresponds 
C to the triangle pixel location distortion function. 
IF (II .LE. NPIXHIGH*l.0/4.0) THEN !WIDER 
WIDTH= (l+VARIATION)*PIXTIME 





C Calculate the pixel location beginning and end 
C Tl = pixel beginning in nsec. 
C T2 = pixel end in nsec. 
Tl = T2 
T2 = T2 + WIDTH 
C Compute the command pixel numbers which correspond to 
C the pixels at Tl and T2. Note that when 
C referencing DISPINT we must always add 1 to the 
C index, due to FORTRAN array structure. 
Il = Tl/PIXTIME 
I2 = T2/PIXTIME 
I = Il + 1 
C Initialize the measurement pixel's intensity to 0 
BEAM = 0 
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AMEASURE.FOR 
C Compute the proper limits of integration for BEAM 
C and integrate. We must separate the integral over 
C each integer command pixel's time 
IF(Il .LT. 12) THEN !Different pixels 
PIX = I*PIXTIME 
CALL INTBEAM(Tl,PIX,DISPINT(Il+l) ,Yl,BEAM) 
500 CONTINUE 
IFCI .LT. 12) THEN !Iterate until we reach 12 
PIXl = I*PIXTIME 
PIX2 = PIX + PIXTIME 
CALL INTBEAM(PIX1,PIX2,DISPINT(I+l),Yl,BEAM) 
I = I+l 
GO TO 500 
END IF 
PIX = I2*PIXTIME 
CALL INTBEAM(PIX,T2,DISPINT(I2+1) ,Yl,BEAM) 
C ELSE ! Tl and T2 are in the same command pixel 
CALL INTBEAMCT1,T2,DISPINT(Il+l) ,Yl,BEAM) 
ENDIF 
C Find the scaled average BEAM 
BEAM= BEAM*(l+GAINFACT(I!))/PIXTIME 
C Determine the correct location in compressed 
C form for the beam data. 
IF(IFLG.EQ.0) THEN 
ATRANSFERCII,LOWPIX) = 0 
IF(BEAM .GT.1./512.) THEN !NEW LOWRES PIXEL 
IFLG = 1 
ATRANSFERCII,LOWPIX) = BEAM 
ENDIF 
ELSE 
IFCBEAM .LT. (1./512.)) THEN 1 9 BITS ACCURACY 
IFLG = 0 
LOWPIX = LOWPIX+IDIST 
JCNT = 1 
GO TO 1000 
END IF 
JCNT = JCNT + 1 
IF(JCNT.GT.ILENGTH) !LENGTH = JCNT 






C Output ATRANSFER for conventional multiply and inverse. 























C SUBROUTINE INTBEAM 
C This subroutine has two functions: Cl) Compute the 
C exponential response at time T = B, From the last 
C computed response and the current command. (2) Compute 
C the integral of the response over the time 
C interval A to B. 
C The Current command is X 
C The last response is Yl 
C BEAM is represents the accumulation of area 
C of the response 
SUBROUTINE INTBEAM(A,B,X,Yl,BEAM) 
COMMON /BLKl/TCONST 
TMP = EXP((A-B)/TCONST) 
Y2 = X - (X-Yl)*TMP 
BEAM= BEAM+ (B-A)*X + (X-Yl)*TCONST*CTMP - 1) 





C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES A FILTERED SCALED NOISE FILE 





ISEED2 = 46383836 
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D TYPE *,'ENTER GAIN FACTOR+/- BOUND (TYPICALLY .1)' 
D TYPE*,'NOTE THE GAIN FACTOR BOUND MUST BE POSITIVE' 
ACCEPT*,HI 
LO = -HI 
F=O.O 
C Generate at least 1000 iterations before we start 
DO 100 I=l,1000 
X=RAN (ISEED2) 
E=X - F 





DO 200 I=2,NPIXHIGH 
K=I - 1 
X=RAN ( ISEED2) 
E = X - FIL(K) 
FIL(I)=FIL(K) + O.Ol*E 
IF(FIL(I) .GT. MAX)MAX=FIL(I) 
IF(FIL(I) .LT. MIN)MIN=FIL(I) 
200 CONTINUE 
C SCALE THE NOISE FILE 
SCALE=CHI-LO)/(MAX-MIN) 
DO 300 M=l,NPIXHIGH 






C Created by Phil Gatt and Dr. B. w. Patz 
C Latest revision date Aug 1,1983 
C---Function---
C This routine will find TRANSPOSE(ATRANSFER)*ATRANSFER 
C by the full blown multiply. The input a matrix will be 
C found in FOROSO.DAT from the AMEASURE routine. This 
C routine will store the product in FOR060.DAT 
C---INPUTS---
C NPIXLOW: The short length of the rectangular 
C ATRANSFER matrix. 
C ATRANSFER: The input matrix found in FOROSO.DAT 
C---OUTPUTS---
C APRODUCT: The non-compressed square symmetric matrix 
c which is a result of the multiplication of 
c TRANSPOSE(ATRANSFER)*ATRANSFER the result 
C is stored in FOR060.DAT 


















DIMENSION ATRANSFER(500,100) ,APRODUCTCl00,100) 
DATA IRESFACT/5/ 
TYPE *,'OUTPUT TO: T(ERMINAL) I D(ISK)' 
READ(5,2000)ANS 
IF(ANS .EQ. 'D') THEN 
IW = 8 
OPEN(UNIT=B,TYPE='NEW') 
ELSE IF(ANS.EQ. 'T') THEN 





TYPE*,'INPUT THE NUMBER OF LOWRES PIXELS' 
ACCEPT*,NPIXLOW 
NPIXHIGH = IRESFACT*NPIXLOW 
TYPE*,'READING ATRANSFER FROM FILE FOR050.DAT' 
READ (50, *) ( (ATRANSFER(I ,J) I I=l ,NPIXHIGH) I 
J=l,NPIXLOW) 
C We can store the product in the matrix APRODUCT on the 
C VAX we found that we didn't need double precision but 
C this may not be true on the PDP!!! 
DO 500 K=l,NPIXLOW 
DO 500 I=l,NPIXLOW 
APRODUCT(K,I) = 0 
DO 500 J=l,NPIXHIGH 
APRODUCT(K,I)= APRODUCT(K,I) + 
* ATRANSFER(J,I)*ATRANSFER(J,K) 
500 CONTINUE 
c Now we can output APRODUCT to FOR060.DAT 








C Created by Phil Gatt 
C Latest revision date Aug 1, 1983 
C---FUNCTION---
C This routine will compute the inverse of a matrix via 
c AMINV. AMINV is a subroutine found in the FORSCILIB on 
C the VAX under the SYSTEM directory. 
C---ARRAY SPECIFICATIONS---
C AINVCl0,000) largest size (100,100) 
C LLL(l00) work vector for AMINV 
C MMM(l00) work vector for AMINV 
C---INPUTS---
C NPIXLOW: The size of the square matrix to be inverted 
C AINV: The matrix to be inverted 
C The input data is in FOR060.DAT from the AMULT 
C routine 
C---OUTPUTS---
C AINV: The inverse of the input matrix 
C The output is stored in the same array as the input 
C The output will be stored in FOR070.DAT for the 
C ASTAT routine 
AINV.FOR 
C AMINV only successfully inverts matrices smaller than 
c (60,60) 
DIMENSION LLL(l00) ,MMMC100) ,AINV(l0000) 
DlOO TYPE *,'OUTPUT TO: T(ERMINAL) I D(ISK)' 
D READ(5,2000)ANS 
D IF (ANS • EQ • 1 D ' ) TH EN 
D IW = 8 
D OPEN(UNIT=8,TYPE='NEW 1 ) 
D ELSE IF(ANS.EQ. 'T') THEN 
D IW = 6 
D ELSE 
D GOTO 100 
D END IF 
2000 FORMAT(Al) 
TYPE*,'INPUT THE MATRIX SIZE' 
ACCEPT*,LOW !LOW IS THE SAME AS NPIXLOW 
TYPE*,'READING APRODUCT FROM FILE FOR060.DAT' 
READ ( 60, *) ( (AINV ( (J-1) *LOW + I) , I=l, LOW) , J=l, LOW) 
- CALL AMINVCAINV,LOW,DET,LLL,MMM) 






WRITE ( 70, *) ( (AINV ( ( J-1) *LOW+ I) , I=l, LOW) , J=l, LOW) 
WRITECIW,*) 'THE FIRST 4 COLUMNS OF AINV ARE' 
WRITE ( IW, 2100) ( (AINV ( (J-1) *LOW+!) , J=l, 4) , I=l, LOW) 
FORMAT(' ',4El5. 7) 
WRITE(IW,*) 'AINV =' 







C This subroutine was not created by Phil Gatt 
C This subroutine was found in the FORTRAN Math 


































INVERT A MATRIX 
USAGE 
CALL MINVCA,N,D,L,M) 
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
A - INPUT MATRIX, DESTROYED IN COMPUTATION 
AND REPLACED BY THE RESULTANT INVERSE. 
N - ORDER OF MATRIX A 
D - RESULTANT DETERMINANT 
L - WORK VECTOR OF LENGTH N 
M - WORK VECTOR OF LENGTH N 
REMARKS 
MATRIX A MUST BE A GENERAL MATRIX 
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 
NONE 
METHOD 
THE STANDARD GAUSS-JORDAN METHOD IS USED. THE 
DETERMINANT IS ALSO CALCULATED. A DETERMINANT 
OF ZERO INDICATES THAT THE MATRIX IS SINGULAR. 
SUBROUTINE AMINVCA,N,D,L,M) 
DIMENSION A(l),M(l),L(l) 
C IF A DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION OF THIS ROUTINE IS 
C DESIRED, THE IN COLUMN 1 SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM THE 
C DOUBLE PRECISION STATEMENT WHICH FOLLOWS. 
c 
AMINV.FOR 
C DOUBLE PRECISION A,D,BIGA,HOLD,DABS 
c 
C THE C MUST ALSO BE REMOVED FROM DOUBLE PRECISION 
C STATEMENTS APPEARING IN OTHER ROUTINES USED IN 
C CONJUNCTION WITH THIS ROUTINE. 
C THE DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION OF THIS SUBROUTINE MUST 
C ALSO CONTAIN DOUBLE PRECISION FORTRAN FUNCTIONS. ABS 
C IN STATEMENT 10 MUST BE CHANGED TO DABS. 
c 
c 










DO 20 J=K,N 
IZ=N*CJ-1) 
DO 20 I=K,N 
IJ=IZ+I 



































C DIVIDE COLUMN BY MINUS 








DO 55 I=l,N 

























C DIVIDE ROW BY PIVOT 
c 
KJ=K-N 








































130 A(JI) =HOLD 







C Created by Phil Gatt and Dr. B.W. PATZ 
C Latest revision date Aug 12, 1983 
C---FUNCTION---
C This routine will multiply AMAT*AINV to ·create an 
C identity matrix. Then we will determine the avg, 
C standard deviation, max, and min of the main diagonal 
C and all (limited to 10) the minor diagonals above 
C the main diagonal. 
C---INPUTS---






The identity matrix created by 



















The maximum data value found on any row 
of RIDEN. Remember that a row of RIDEN 
corresponds to a main or minor diagonal 
above the main diagonal of the identity 
matrix 
The minimum data value found on any row 
of RIDEN. 
The average data value on any line of 
RIDEN. 
STDEV: The standard deviation per row of 
RIDEN. 
ABSDIFF: The average of the absolute value of the 
difference between the data value and 
the expected value. 






C The identity matrix is created by multipling APRODUCT 
C and AINV in that order. To find the CN,J)th element of 
C the non-compressed identity matrix, one must multiply 
c the Nth row Of APRODUCT by the Jth column of AINV. Then 
C we will determine the avg, standard deviation, max, and 
C min of the main diagonal and all the minor diagonals 
C above the main diagonal (limited to 10). 





1 TYPE*,'OUTPUT TO (S)CREEN OR (D)ISK?' 
READ(5,llll),ANS 
1111 FORMAT(Al) 
IF (AN s • EQ • I s I ) TH EN 
IW = 6 
ELSE IF(ANS .EQ. 'D') THEN 




TYPE*,'INPUT THE NUMBER OF LOWRES PIXELS' 
ACCEPT*,NPIXLOW 
TYPE*,'READING AMAT FROM FILE FOR060.DAT' 
READ(60,*) ((AMAT(I,J),I=l,NPIXLOW),J=l,NPIXLOW) 
TYPE*,'READING AINV FROM FILE FOR070.DAT' 
READ(70,*) ((AINV(I,J),I=l,NPIXLOW),J=l,NPIXLOW) 
C MULTIPLY AMAT*AINV IN FULL BLOWN MULTIPLY 
DO 400 I=l,NPIXLOW 
DO 400 J=l,NPIXLOW 
TMP = 0 
DO 500 K=l,NPIXLOW 
TMP = TMP+AMAT(I,K)*AINVCK,J) 
500 CONTINUE 
RIDEN(I,J) = TMP 
400 CONTINUE 
D TYPE*,'The first 4 columns of RIDEN=' 
D WRITE(IW,111) ( (RIDEN(I,J) ,J=l,4) ,I=l,NPIXLOW) 
111 FORMAT ( I I ' 4 El 5 • 7 ) 
68 
ASTAT.FOR 
C BEGIN STATISTICS 
WRITE(IW,*)'STATISTICS FOR THE IDENTITY MATRIX' 
WRITE(IW,1000) 
LOOP = MIN(NPIXLOW,10) 
DO 600 N=l,LOOP 
IF(N.EQ.l) THEN 
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EXPECTED = 1 !EXPECTED VALUE FOR AVERAGE 
ELSE 
EXPECTED = 0 
ENDIF 
XMAX = -100 
XMIN = 100 
AVG = 0 
PSQ = 0 
ABSDIFF = 0 
CNT = 0 
DO 550 J = l,NPIXLOW-N+l 
INDEX = N+J-1 
CNT = CNT + 1. 
TMP = RIDEN(J,INDEX) 
IF(XMAX.LT.TMP) XMAX = TMP 
IF(XMIN.GT.TMP) XMIN = TMP 
TMP = TMP - EXPECTED 
AVG = TMP + AVG 
PSQ = TMP*TMP + PSQ 
ABSDIFF = ABS(TMP) + ABSDIFF 
550 CONTINUE 
C AVG and STDEV are subject to computer roundoff error 
AVG = EXPECTED + AVG/CNT 
STDEV = PSQ/CNT + 2*EXPECTED*AVG -
* EXPECTED**2 - AVG**2 
STDEV = SQRT(STDEV) 
ABSDIFF = ABSDIFF/CNT 
WRITE(IW,llOO)N,XMAX,XMIN,AVG,STDEV,ABSDIFF 
600 CONTINUE 
1000 FORMAT<• •,'ROW' ,4x, 'MAX' ,ax, 'MIN' ,ax, 'AVG', 
* 7X,'STDEV',5X,'ABSDIFF') 




B* FORTRAN LISTINGS 









Create the compressed transfer 
matrix. 
Specialized matrix multiply for 
multiplying a band diagonal 
matrix with its transpose. 
Call BINVSUB. 
Specialized matrix inverse, 
applicable only to a symmetric 
band diagonal matrix. 
Specialized matrix multiply, 
applicable to two square symmetric 
band diagonal matrices with 




C Created by Phil Gatt and Dr. B. w. Patz 
C Latest revision date Sept 1, 1983 
C---FUNCTION---
C To model the display device and simulate the camera 
C measurements. This routine will produce a transfer 
C function matrix called BTRANSFER. This transfer matrix 
C will contain all the information which is required to 
C model the display and camera devices. It is assumed 
C that 1 low resolution pixel corresponds to 5 non 
C distorted high resolution pixels. Further for the 
C current time frame, it is assumed that there exist 
C only one row of command pixels in view of the camera. 
C---INPUTS---
C NPIXLOW => The number of low resolution pixels 









=> The maximum percent deviation or 
distortion in pixel width. 
=> The average time constant for the 
measurement pixels in nsec. 
=> The average write time per measurement 
pixel in nsec. 
=> The maximum bound for any noise per 
measurement pixel. .1 implies 10% 
C---ASSUMPTIONS--- (found in the data statement) 
C IRESFACT = 5 Implies that NPIXHIGH is five times 
C NPIXLOW. 
c !DIST = 6 Implies that the length between non 
c interacting command pixels is assumed 
c to be 6. 
C---OUTPUTS---
C BTRANSFER => 
C !START => 
c 
c 
The compressed transfer array 
A vector which contains the starting row 
for each column of BTRANSFER where the 




=> The maximum number of non-near-zero 
data elements per column of BTRANSFER. 






C DISPINT(NPIXHIGH + 1) 
C---TECHNIQUE---
C The technique for finding BTRANSFER is to activate one 
C low resolution pixel and compute the corresponding high 
C resolution pixels data. There are many factors which 
C contribute to the high resolution pixel data. These 
C factors are: 
C 1. Time Constant Information 
C 2. Pixel Write Time 
C 3. Local Noise Factor 
C 4. Pixel Distortion Function (Triangle) 
C This process is repeated until all the low resolution 
C pixels have been activated, and all high resolution 
C measurements have been calculated. 
C Since one low resolution pixel can affect only some 
C small number of high resolution pixels, called !LENGTH, 
C Then one can simultaneously activate every IDISTth low 
C resolution pixel and be guaranteed that the 
C measurements will be be independent from other active 
C low resolution pixels, as long as !DIST > ILENGTH/5. 
C This enables one to perform the measurement simulation 
C in just !DIST iterations. 
C This routine produces the same data as AMEASURE.FOR but 
C the data is stored in compressed form. Thus the 






The ratio on a linear basis between low 





The number of non-near-zero data elements 
per column of BTRANSFER 
The worst case !LENGTH is assumed to be 30. 
The number of pixels commanded simultaneously. 









TYPE *, 'FOR PROMPTS COMPILE WITH D_.LINES' 
100 CONTINUE 
D TYPE *,'OUTPUT TO: T(ERMINAL) I D(ISK) I 
READ(5,2000)ANS 
IF(ANS .EQ. 'D') THEN 
IW = 8 
OPEN(UNIT=8,TYPE='NEW') 
ELSE IF(ANS.EQ. 'T') THEN 




D TYPE*,'INPUT THE i LOW RESOLUTION PIXELS' 
ACCEPT*,NPIXLOW 
NPIXHIGH = NPIXLOW*IRESFACT 
D TYPE*,'INPUT THE PERCENT VARIATION IN WIDTH (10)%' 
ACCEPT*,VARIATION 
VARIATION = VARIATION/100. !PERCENT 
D TYPE *,'ENTER DISPLAY TIME CONSTANT (nSEC)' 
ACCEPT*,TCONST 
D TYPE *,'ENTER PIXEL WRITE TIME (nSEC)' 
ACCEPT*,PIXTIME 
IF(TCONST.GT.3*PIXTIME)THEN 
TYPE*,'ERROR TIME CONST TOO LARGE' 
STOP 
ENDIF 
C Compute the noise factors for the measurement pixels. 
ISEEDl = 43633288 
CALL NOISE 




C Load dispint with a series of low res pulses which 
C are separated by enough distance so that they are 
C independent of each other. For now this distance 
C is 6 CIDIST) low res pixels. 
C Initialization 
!LENGTH = 0 
C Main do loop (IDIST iterations) 
!END = MIN(NPIXLOW,IDIST) 
DO 400 JJ=O,CIEND-1) 





JCNT = 1 
= 0 implies ready for the first data value for 
that particular command pixel 
= 1 implies Load the measurement pixels until 
the data is less than 1 part in 512. 
IFLG = 0 
C Clear DISPINT 
DO 200 K=l,(NPIXHIGH + 1) 
DISPINT(K)=O.O 
200 CONTINUE . 
C Load DISPINT as if to command every IDIST pixel 
C simultaneously 
DO 300 M = JJ,NPIXLOW-1,IDIST 
IPOS = M*IRESFACT 
DO 300 K = l,IRESFACT 




C DISPINT(I) corresponds to the input intensity command 
C where I*PIXTIME corresponds to time in nsec. 
C Initialize the time and the response to zero 
T2 = 0.0 
Yl = 0.0 
C Simulate the measurement data (high res) 
DO 1000 II = l,NPIXHIGH 
C Find the appropriate pixel width which corresponds 
C to the triangle pixel location distortion function. 
IF CII .LE. NPIXHIGH*l.0/4.0) THEN !WIDER 
WIDTH= Cl+VARIATION)*PIXTIME 





c Calculate the pixel location beginning and end 
C Tl = pixel beginning in nsec. 
C T2 = pixel end in nsec. 
Tl = T2 
T2 = T2 + WIDTH 
c Compute the command pixel numbers which correspond to 
c the pixels at Tl and T2. Note that when 
c referencing DISPINT we must always add 1 to the 
c index, due to FORTRAN array structure. 
Il = Tl/PIXTIME 
12 = T2/PIXTIME 
I = Il + 1 
75 
BMEASURE.FOR 
C Initialize the measurement pixel's intensity to 0 
BEAM = 0 
C Compute the proper limits of integration for BEAM 
C and integrate. We must separate the integral over 
C each integer command pixel's time 
IF(Il .LT. I2) THEN !Different pixels 
PIX = I*PIXTIME 
CALL INTBEAM(Tl,PIX,DISPINT(Il+l) ,Yl,BEAM) 
500 CONTINUE 
IF(I .LT. I2) THEN !Iterate until we reach 12 
PIXl = I*PIXTIME 
PIX2 = .PIX+ PIXTIME 
CALL INTBEAM(PIX1,PIX2,DISPINT(I+l) ,Yl,BEAM) 
I = I+l 
GO TO 500 
ENDIF 
PIX = I2*PIXTIME 
CALL INTBEAM(PIX,T2,DISPINT(I2+1),Yl,BEAM) 
c ELSE ! Tl and T2 are in the same command pixel 
CALL INTBEAM(Tl,T2,DISPINT(Il+l) ,Yl,BEAM) 
END IF 




C Determine the correct location in compressed 
C form for the beam data. 
IF(IFLG.EQ.0) THEN 
IF(BEAM .GT.1./512.) THEN !NEW LOWRES PIXEL 
IFLG = 1 
ISTART(LOWPIX) = II 
BTRANSFERCJCNT,LOWPIX) = BEAM 
ENDIF 
ELSE 
IF(BEAM .LT. Cl./512.)) THEN 1 9 BITS ACCURACY 
IFLG = 0 
LOWPIX = LOWPIX+IDIST 
JCNT = l 
GO TO 1000 
ENDIF 
JCNT = JCNT + 1 
IFCJCNT.GT.ILENGTH) !LENGTH = JCNT 






C Output !START and BTRANSFER for multiply and inverse 
WRITE(Sl,*) NPIXLOW,ILENGTH 
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C SUBROU'I'INE INTBEAM 
C This subroutine has two functions: (1) Compute the 
C exponential response at time T = B, From the last 
C computed response and the current command. (2) Compute 
C the integral of the response over the time 
C interval A to B. 
C The Current command is X 
C The last response is Yl 
C BEAM is represents the accumulation of a.rea 
C of the response 
SUBROUTINE INTBEAM(A,B,X,Yl,BEAM) 
COMMON /BLKl/TCONST 
TMP = EXPCCA-B)/TCONST) 
Y2 = X - CX-Yl)*TMP 
BEAM= BEAM+ CB-A)*X + (X-Yl)*TCONST*(TMP - 1) 





C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES A FILTERED SCALED NOISE FILE 





ISEED2 = 46383836 
80 
D TYPE *,'ENTER GAIN FACTOR+/- BOUND (TYPICALLY .1)' 
D TYPE*,'NOTE THE GAIN FACTOR BOUND MUST BE POSITIVE' 
ACCEPT*,HI 
LO = -HI 
F=O.O 
c Generate at least 1000 iterations before we start 
DO 100 I=l,1000 
X=RAN (ISEED2) 
E=X - F 





DO 200 I=2,NPIXHIGH 
K=I - 1 
X=RAN (ISEED2) 
E = X - FIL(K) 
FIL(I)=FIL(K) + O.Ol*E 
IF(FIL(I) .GT. MAX)MAX=FIL(I) 
IF (FIL (I) • LT. MIN) MIN= FIL (I) 
200 CONTINUE 
C SCALE THE NOISE FILE 
SCALE=(HI-LO)/(MAX-MIN) 
DO 300 M=l,NPIXHIGH 






C Created by Philip Gatt and Dr. B. w. Patz 
C latest revision date AUG 1, 1983 
c This routine will find Transpose(BTRANSFER)*BTRANSFER 
C by the condensed multiply. 
C---INPUTS---
C The input data is found in FOROSl.DAT 
C NPIXLOW => The number of low res or command pixels 
C !LENGTH => the number of data elements per 
c column of BMEASURE 
C !START => The vector which defines the starting 
C row of non-zero data in ATRANSFER 
c BTRANSFER => The TRANSFER matrix from BMEASURE 
c NPIXHIGH is assumed to be 5 times NPIXLOW 
C---OUTPUTS---





NPIXLOW => the number of low res pixels 
Ll => the number of non-zero elements per column of 
BPRODUCT 
C This routine will store all output data in 
C FOR061.dat for the BINV routine 
c---subroutines called---
c NONE 
DIMENSION ISTARTC10000) ,BPRODUCTC20,10000) 
DIMENSION BTRANSFER(30,10000) 
DATA IRESFACT/5/ 
DlOO TYPE *,'OUTPUT TO: T(ERMINAL) I D(ISK)' 
D READ(5,2000)ANS 
D IF(ANS .EQ. 'D') THEN 
D IW = 8 
D OPEN(UNIT=8,TYPE='NEW') 
D ELSE IF(ANS.EQ. 'T') THEN 
D IW = 6 
D ELSE 




TYPE*,'READING !START AND BTRANSFER FROM FILE 
* FOROSl.DAT' 
READ(Sl,*) NPIXLOW,ILENGTH 
NPIXHIGH = IRESFACT*NPIXLOW 
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WRITE(6,*) 'BMULT: NPIXLOW,ILENGTH=',NPIXLOW,ILENGTH 
READ(Sl,*) (ISTART(I),I=l,NPIXLOW) 
READ(Sl,*) ((BTRANSFER(l,J),I=l,ILENGTH),J=l,NPIXLOW) 
c Now we can find Transpose(BTRANSFER)*BTRANSFER 
C We can eliminate needless multiplies by knowing the zero 
C locations of ATRANSFER. 
C !LENGTH is the number of data elements per column of 
c BTRANSFER. !LENGTH is outputted f rorn the MEASURE 
c routine BMEASURE.FOR 
Ll = 0 
DO 800 I=l,NPIXLOW 
ICNT = 0 
DO 700 J = I,NPIXLOW 
ICNT = ICNT + 1 
TMP = 0 
IDIFF = ISTART(J) - !START(!) 
ITERAT = !LENGTH - IDIFF 
IF(ITERAT.LE.0) GOTO 800 
DO 600 K=l,ITERAT 
L = K + IDIFF 
TMP = TMP + BTRANSFER(L,I)* 
* BTRANSFER(K,J) 
600 CONTINUE 
BPRODUCT(ICNT,I) = TMP 
IF((TMP.NE.0) .AND.(ICNT.GT.Ll)) Ll = ICNT 
700 CONTINUE 
800 CONTINUE 
TYPE*, I Ll = I , Ll 
TYPE*,'WRITING BPRODUCT INTO FOR061.DAT' 
WRITE(61,*) NPIXLOW,Ll 
WRITE(61,*) ((BPRODUCTCI,J),I=l,Ll) ,J=l,NPIXLOW) 
D WRITE(IW,*) 'BPRODUCT = I 
D WRITECIW,111) ( (BPRODUCT(I,J) ,J=l,NPIXLOW) ,I=l,Ll) 





C Created by Phil Gatt and Dr. B. w. Patz 
C Latest revision date Aug 1, 1983 
C This routine will find the inverse of a matrix 
C via a subroutine call 
C---INPUTS---
C NPIXLOW => 
c 
The dimension of the square matrix 
to be inverted 
C Ll 
c 
=> The number of data points per column 
C BPRODUCT => 





The square matrix to be inverted 
The expected number of non-near-zero 
elements per column of BINV. 
C BINV => The inverse of BPRODUCT 
C---INTERNAL ARRAY DIMENSIONS---
C BPRODUCT(Ll,NPIXLOW + L2 - 1) 
C BINV(L2,NPIXLOW) 
BINV.FOR 
DIMENSION BPRODUCTCl0,10009) ,BINVCl0,10000) 
DlOO TYPE *,'OUTPUT TO: TCERMINAL) I D(ISK)' 
D READ{5,2000)ANS 
D IF{ANS .EQ. 'D') THEN 
D IW = 8 
D OPEN{UNIT=8,TYPE='NEW') 
D ELSE IF(ANS.EQ. 'T') THEN 
D IW = 6 
D ELSE 
D GOTO 100 
D ENDIF 
2000 FORMAT(Al) 
D TYPE*,'INPUT L2 =>THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF ' 
D TYPE*,'NON NEAR-ZERO ELEMENTS PER COLUMN OF BINV' 
ACCEPT* ,L2 
READ(61,*) NPIXLOW,Ll 
READ ( 61, *) ( (BPRODUCT (I, J) , I=l, Ll) , J=l, NPIXLOW) 
TYPE*,'DONE READING BPRODUCT FROM FOR061.DAT' 
TYPE*,'BINV: NPIXLOW,Ll,L2=',NPIXLOW,Ll,L2 
C Now we can call INV.FOR 
CALL INVCBPRODUCT,NPIXLOW,Ll,L2,BINV) 
C Find the maximum of the absolute value of the data on 
C the L2th row of BINV, for an accuracy measure. 
ACCURACY = 0. 0 
DO 200 J=l,NPIXLOW 
TMP = ABSCBINV(L2,J)) 
IF(TMP.GT.ACCURACY) ACCURACY = TMP 
200 CONTINUE 





TYPE*,'WRITING BINV INT FOR071.DAT' 
WRITEC71,*) L2 
WRITEC71,*) ( CBINVCI,J) ,I=l,L2) ,J=l,NPIXLOW) 
FORMAT(' ',4El5.7) 
WRITECIW,*) 'BINV =' 
WRITE(IW,2002) ( (BINVCI,J) ,J=l,NPIXLOW) ,I=l,L2 ) 
FORMAT(' ',<NPIXLOW>El0.2) 






C Created by Phil Gatt and Dr. B. w. Patz 
C Latest revision date July 15, 1983 
C---NAME---
C SUBROUTINE INV(BPRODUCT,NPIXLOW,Ll,L2,BINv) 
C---FUNCTION---
C This routine will find the inverse of a symmetric band 
C diagonal matrix "BORIG". A symmetric band diagonal 
C matrix is a matrix which has data on and near the 
C diagonal only. 
C BORIG(NPIXLOW,NPIXLOW) is the original symmetric band 
c diagonal matrix. BPRODUCT(Ll,NPIXLOW) is the 
C compressed version of BORIG. This compression is 
C accomplished by storing the diagonal elements of BORIG, 
C that is BORIG(J,J), into BPRODUCT(l,J). The remaining 
C elements, below the main diagonal, of BORIG on the Jth 
C column are stored into the remaining elements of 
C BPRODUCT on the Jth column. 
C---INPUTS---
C BPRODUCT: The compressed matrix to be inverted 
c 
C NPIXLOW: The size of the square matrix BORIG. 






Ll: The number of data elements (measured) on 
any column of BORIG including the diagonal 
and all elements below the diagonal before 
zero data. Typically Ll = 3 
C L2: The expected number of data elements (calculated) on 
C any column of BINV before near-zero data. The 
c larger one chooses L2 the greater the accuracy of 
C BINV. Typically L2 is chosen to be six. 
BINVSUB.FOR 86 
C Near-zero implies: 10 times smaller than the 
C smallest measurement capabilities. With 9 bits 
C this implies that near-zero means: .l*Cl/512) -
C 0.002. Hence .0001 is the calculation accuracy goal. 
C--- OUTPUTS---
C BINV: The output array, which is also a symmetric 
C band diagonal matrix, stored in compact form. 
C Neglecting all near-zero terms. 
C ---SUBROUTINES CALLED---
C None 





C To save memory space BPRODUCT is stored such that 
C BPRODUCT(l,*) contains the diagonal elements of the 
C square matrix BSUB, and BPRODUCTC2,*) has the lesser 
C amplitude data, while BPRODUCT(Ll,*) has the least 
C amplitude data. When the first index is greater than Ll 
C the BORIG data is zero, since it is measured data. Thus 
C the relationship between BPRODUCT and a theoretical 
C square matrix, BORIG, is depicted in Figure 1. This 
C figure is used as a map for matrix indexing. 
c BORIGCNPIXLOW,NPIXLOW) 
c -------------------------------------
c 11,112,113,11 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 I 
c 12,111,212,213,21 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 I 
c 13,112,211,312,313,31 0 I 0 I 0 0 I 
c I 0 13,212,311,412,413,41 0 I 0 0 I 
c I 0 I 0 13,312,411,512,513,51 0 0 I 
c I 0 I 0 I 0 13,412,511,612,613,61 0 I 
c I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 13,512,611,712,713,71 
c I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 13,612,711,812,81 
c I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 13,712,811,91 
c --~--------------------------~-------
c 
c Figure 1. BPRODUCT matrix index map with Ll = 3 
c and NPIXLOW = 9. 
BINVSUB.FOR 
C The BORIGINV data is also stored in compact form. From 
C experience with matrix inversion BORIGINV will be a 
C symmetric band diagonal matrix". Thus near-zero data 
C will occur after the first L2 elements of BINV. Figure 
C 2 depicts the relationship between BORIGINV and BINV. 
C BORIGINV(NPIXLOW,NPIXLOW) 
c -------------------------------------
c ll,112,113,114,115,11 - I - I - I - I 
C 12,lll,212,213,214,215,21 - I - I - I 
C 13,112,211,312,313,314,315,31 - I - I 
C 14,113,212,311,412,413,414,415,41 - I 
c 15,114,213,312,411,512,513,514,515,51 
C I - 15,214,313,412,511,612,613,614,61 
C I - I - 15,314,413,512,611,712,713,71 
C I - I - I - 15,414,513,612,711,812,81 
C I - I - I - I - 15,514,613,712,811,91 
c -------------------------------------c 
C Figure 2. BINV matrix index map with L2 = 5 and 
C NPIXLOW = 9. I - I implies near-zero 
C MATH-FORTRAN TECHNIQUE---
C Since BORIG is a symmetric band diagonal matrix, we 
C can take advantage of the O's of BORIG and the 
C near-zero's of BORIGINV to reduce the number of 
C operations needed to find BINV. 
C This technique solves for one column of BINV at a time. 
C Since there are only L2 non near-zero elements per 
C column of BINV, we only need to create and solve L2 
C simultaneous equations to find any particular column of 
C BINV! These simultaneous equations are solved via 
C Gauss-Seidel Elimination. 
C Since BORIG multiplied by BORIGINV is an identity 
C matrix. We can generate the L2 equations by multiplying 
C L2 rows of BORIG by the L2 non near-zero elements in 
C the Jth column of BORIGINV. The rows of BORIG which 
C are used in this matrix multiplication are the rows 
C identified by the non near-zero rows of BORIGINV in the 
C Jth column for which we are solving. As an example, 
C under the following conditions: 
C J = 3; NPIXLOW = 9; Ll = 3; L2 = 5 
87 
BINVSUB.FOR 
C The L2 (five) equations are listed in matrix form in 

















I 0 I 
I 0 I 
IO I 
I 0 I 




C I 0 13,212,311,412,413,41 0 I O I O I 
C I 0 I 0 13,312,411,512,513,51 0 I O I * 
C I 0 I 0 I 0 13,412,511,612,613,61 0 I 
C I O I O I O I O 13,512,611,712,713,71 
c I - I 
c I - I 
c I - I 




Figure 3. L2 equations needed to solve for 
the Jth column of BINV. 
C Figure 4 depicts how these equations are actually 




IBSUBCL2,L2) I IBINV CL2) I 
C 11,312,313,31 0 I 0 
C 12,311,412,413,41 0 I 
c 13,312,411,512,513,51 
c I O 13,412,511,612,61 




* 13,31 = 
13,41 
13,51 
!IDENTITY - EXTRA TERMS I 
I VINV I 
11 - 3,1*3,l - 2,2*3,21 
10 - 3,2*3,21 





Figure 4. L2 equations used to solve for 
the Jth column of BINV. 
C As depicted in Figure 4 the L2 equations are actually 
C implemented via the following technique. We can 
C generate a square matrix called BSUBCL2,L2). Where 
C BSUB is a submatrix of BORIG formed by identifying the 
C CN,J) element of BORIG as the Cl,l) element of BSUB. 
C Thus the CL2,L2) element of BSUB is the CJ+L2,J+L2) 
C element of BORIG. The map of Figure 1 is used to load 
C BSUB from BPRODUCT. Remember BORIG is only a 
C mathematical concept, since BORIG is never actually 
C created. The essence of BORIG and its inverse is 
C contained in the compressed BPRODUCT and BINV arrays. 
88 
BINVSUB.FOR 
C The Jth column of BINV is multiplied by the 
C subproduct ,BSUB, and set equal to an identity column 
C minus extra terms. The extra terms are those left out 
C of BSUB times BINV but which are present when 
C multiplying rows of BORIG times the Jth column of BINV. 
C For J equal to one there are no extra terms! The number 
C of extra terms is a function of Ll and the row number, 
C "I", of BORIG, which is multiplied times the Jth column 
C of BINV. Only those extra terms which contain all non-
e zero elements are actually multiplied and summed. The 
C condition for non-zero elements are those BPRODUCT 
C elements which have first indices less than or equal 
C to Ll. 
C As one might have noticed there are some product terms 
C of Figure 3 which are not present in the 
C multiplication depicted in Figure 4. These product 
C terms are called "neglected terms". These terms are 
C neglected since, they are a product of non-zero 
C BPRODUCT elements and near-zero BINV elements. The 
C first index on the BINV element of these neglected 
C terms is always greater than L2. These neglected terms 
C create an error in the calculation of BINV. However, 
C this error is less than the desired accuracy goal 
C mentioned above. 
C Now that the L2 simultaneous equations are created we 
C can use Gauss-Seidel Elimination to solve these L2 
C equations. As a review, Gauss-Seidel Elimination 
C manipulates the equations such that the Jth BSUB 
C eventually appears as an identity matrix. Then the Jth 
C VINV will be equal to the Jth unknown column of BINV. 
C In the FORTRAN code we don't need to make BSUB an 
C Identity matrix, we only need to perform those 
C operations which create a valid VINV! 
C One may recognize that there arises a special case at 
C the end of the above iteration when NPIXLOW is not 
C evenly divisible by L2! This special case however is 
C eliminated from the FORTRAN code if one adds L2-l 
C identity columns onto the tail end of BPRODUCT! An 
C identity column for BPRODUCT is a column of length Ll 
C which has all zero elements except the first element, 
C corresponding to the main diagonal element, which is 




C The dimension statement allows enough room for: 
C Ll = 10; L2 = 10; NPIXLOW = 10000. 
C In the final system we will probably dimension the 
C arrays as: 
C DIMENSION BPRODUCTC4,10005) ,VINV(5) 
C DIMENSION BSUBC5,5),BINVC10,10000) 
DIMENSION BPRODUCT(l0,10009) ,VINVC10) 
DIMENSION BSUBCl0,10),BINVCl0,10000) 
C Add on a pseudo identity matrix on the tail of BPRODUCT. 
DO 50 J=NPIXLOW+l,NPIXLOW+L2-l 
BPRODUCT(l,J) = 1.0 
DO 50 I = 2,Ll 
BPRODUCT(I,J) = 0.0 
50 CONTINUE 
C Iterate along J finding the Jth column of BINV. 
DO 1000 J=l,NPIXLOW 
JMl = J-1 
C Set up the BSUB(L2,L2) matrix. 
DO 200 I = l,L2-l 
!Ml = I-1 
IPJMl = I+JMl 
BSUB(I,I) = BPRODUCT(l,IPJMl) 
TMP = 0.0 
KUP = MINCL2,I+Ll-l) 
DO 100 K = I+l,KUP 
TMPl = BPRODUCTCK-IMl,IPJMl) 
BSUB(I,K) = TMPl 




C Set up the VINVCL2) vector. 
C TMP will contain the extra terms mentioned 
C in the comments. 
IF((I.LT.Ll).AND. (J.GT.l)) THEN 
KUP = MIN(J,Ll+l-I) 
DO 150 K=2,KUP 
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150 




c Calculate VINV(I) as VINV = IDEN - EXTRA TERMS. 
VINV(I) = -TMP 
IF(I.EQ.l) VINV(l) = VINV(l) + 1 
200 CONTINUE 
BSUBCL2,L2) = BPRODUCTC1,L2+JM1) 
IF(L2 .NE.l) VINV(L2) = o.o !EXTRA TERMS vanish 
C THIS SECTION IS FOR TEST PURPOSES ONLY 
c TYPE*,'J = ',J,' BSUB = I 
C WRITE(6,101) ((BSUBCIII,JJJ),JJJ=l,L2),III=l,L2) 
C TYPE*,'J = ',J,' VINV=' 
C WRITE(6,101) (VINVCIII),III=l,L2) 
ClOl FORMAT(' ',<L2>F8.5) 
BINVSUB.FOR 
C Use Gauss-Seidel Elimination on the L2 c-6) equations. 
C It is important to recognize that many operations 
C are saved with the concept of a virtual zero or one. 
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C Even though Gauss-Seidel Elimination involves manipulating 
C BSUB to an identity matrix, only those operations which 
C are required to generate a valid VINV are performed on 
C BSUB! 
DO 400 I = l,L2-l 
C Divide each row by the largest element of the current row 
C except the current row which will be a virtual 1. This 
C saves needless computation. The largest element is always 
C the diagonal element of BORIG. 
DIV = 1.0/BSUBCI,I) 
LLM = MINCL2,I+Ll-l) 
VINV(I) = VINV(I)*DIV 
IFCL2 .EQ.l) GO TO 550 
DO 300 K = I+l,LLM 
BSUBCK,I) = BSUBCK,I)*DIV 
300 CONTINUE 
c Eliminate variables by subtracting the current row 
C from all succeeding rows. The current row will contain 
C either a real or virtual O. 
DO 400 K = I+l,LLM 
VINV(K) = VINV(K) - VINV(I)*BSUBCI,K) 
DO 400 KK = I+l,LLM 
BSUB(KK,K)=BSUBCKK,K)-BSUB(I,K)*BSUB(KK,I) 
400 CONTINUE 
VINV(L2) = VINV{L2)/BSUB(L2,L2) 
c Apply back substitution for all rows except the last row. 
DO 500 K = L2,2,-l 
LOW = MAX(l,K-Ll+l) 
DO 500 KK = K-l,LOW,-1 
VINVCKK) = VINV(KK) - VINV(K)*BSUBCK,KK) 
500 CONTINUE 
C The Jth column of BINV is set equal to VINV. 
550 DO 600 I = l,L2 
BINVCI,J) = VINV(l) 
600 CONTINUE 
1000 CONTINUE 




C Created by Phil Gatt and Dr. B.W. PATZ 
C Latest revision date Aug 12, 1983 
C---NAME---
C BS TAT 
C---FUNCTION---
C This routine will multiply BPRODUCT*BINV to create an 
C identity matrix. Then we will determine the avg, 
C standard deviation, max, and min of the main 
C diagonal and first the L2+Ll minor diagonals above the 













The following inputs are found in the data file 
called FOR061.DAT 
NPIXLOW: The number of columns of the matrices 
LI: The number of rows in BPRODUCT 
BPRODUCT: The (Ll,NPIXLOW) input matrix 
The following inputs are found in the data file 
called FOR071.DAT 
L2: The number of columns in BINV 




The compressed form of the top right 




















multipling BPRODUCT and BINV in that 
order. 
The maximum data value found on any row 
of RIDEN. Remember that a row of RIDEN 
corresponds to a line above and parallel 
the diagonal line of the non-compressed 
matrix. 
The minimum data value found on any row 
of RIDEN. 
The average data value on any line of 
RIDEN. 
STDEV: The standard deviation per row of 
RIDEN. 
ABSDIFF: The average of the absolute value of the 
· difference between the data value and 
the expected value. 
BSTAT.FOR 




C ASSUME MAXIMUM: Ll=lO; L2 = 10; NPIXLOW = 10000 
C---MATH TECHNIQUE---
C The identity matrix is created by multipling BPRODUCT 
C and BINV in that order. Actually only half of the 
C identity matrix is created. Only the elements above the 
C diagonal are actually computed. To find the (N,J)th 
C element of the non-compressed identity matrix, one must 
C multiply the Nth row of BPRODUCT by the Jth column of 
C BINV. However the identity matrix is in compressed form 
C (i.e., row 1 corresponds to the diagonal, row 2 
C corresponds to the line above and parallel to the 
C diagonal ect.). The compressed matrix map given below 
C is used to find the compressed matrix indices from the 
C non-compressed matrix indices or vice-versa. 
C The multiply is set up such that Ll and L2 determine 
C the number of data elements that actually get 
C multiplied and summed. The multiply equation is broken 
C down to 3 separate cases for convenience of 
C programming. The three cases are illustrated below. 
c The compressed matrix map is used to find the correct 
C indices. This map indicates the compressed matrix 
C indices which correspond to full matrix indices. 
C ASSUME: N = 3 ; J = 3; Ll = 5; L2 = 8 
C C3,3) compressed => (3,5) 
c 
C (N,J) = SUMMATION OF BPRODUCT TERMS*BINV TERMS 
C (3,3) = (3,1)*(5,1)+(3,2)+(4,2) CASE 1 
C (3,3)*(1,5)+(2,3)*(2,4)+(1,3)*(3,3) CASE 2 
C (5,3)*(3,5)+(4,3)*(2,5) CASE 3 
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BSTAT.FOR 
C Case 1 corresponds to terms before the BPRODUCT 
C diagonal term. Note that in Case 1 the second index for 
C the multiply terms is the same. Case 2 corresponds to 
C BPRODUCT terms after the diagonal and BINV terms before 
C the diagonal. Case 3 corresponds to BINV terms after 































COMPRESSED MATRIX INDEX MAP 
C The multiply performed in this routine may be extracted 
C to other routines which multiply two Symmetric Sparse 
C Diagonal matrices. However one must realize that the 
C result of this multiply is a Sparse Diagonal Matrix but 
C not symmetric. In this program we only compute half of 
C this matrix multiply. For other programs we will need 
C to create the code for the both halves of the multiply. 
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BSTAT.FOR 
DIMENSION BINV(20,10010) ,BPRODUCTCl0,10000) 
DIMENSION RIDEN(20,10000) !Ll + L2 < 20 
CHARACTER ANS 
1 CONTINUE 
TYPE*,'OUTPUT TO (S)CREEN OR (D)ISK?' 
READ(S,1111) ,ANS 
1111 FORMATCAl) 
IF (AN s . EQ • I s I ) TH EN 
IW = 6 
ELSE IF(ANS .EQ. 'D') THEN 
IW = 8 




TYPE*,'READING BPRODUCT FROM FILE FOR061.DAT' 
READ(61,*) NPIXLOW,Ll 
READ(61,*) ((BPRODUCT(I,J) ,I=l,Ll) ,J=l,NPIXLOW) 
TYPE*,'READING BINV FROM FILE FOR071.DAT' 
READ(71,*) L2 




C NOW WE CAN FIND THE PRODUCT OF BPRODUCT*BINV IN 
C CONDENSED FORM 
!SEVEN = Ll + L2 -1 
DO 200 N = l,Ll + L2 
NPl = N+l 
NMl = N-1 
DO 150 J=l,NPIXLOW 
IF((N+J-1).GT.NPIXLOW) GOTO 200 
TMP = 0 
JMl = J-1 
JPl = J+l 
JPNMl = J+NMl 
KLOW = MAX(l,N-L2) 
KHIGH = MIN(N,Ll,NPIXLOW-JMl) 
DO 100 K = KHIGH,KLOW,-1 !CASE 2 
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IF((JMl + K.LE.NPIXLOW).AND.CNP1-K.LE.L2)) THEN 














KHIGH = MIN(J,Ll,ISEVEN-N) 
IF(KHIGH.GE.2) THEN 
DO 110 K=KHIGH,2,-1 !CASE 1 





DO 120 K = Ll,NPl,-1 !CASE 3 




RIDENCN,J) = TMP 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
TYPE*,' FIRST 4 COLUMNS OF RIDEN=' 
WRITECIW,17) ( (RIDENCI,J) ,J=l,4) ,I=l,L2+1) 
FORMAT ( I I 4E15 • 7 ) 
STATISTICS 
WRITECIW,*) 'NPIXLOW = ',NPIXLOW 
WRITE(IW,1000) 
DO 500 N=l,L2+Ll 
IF(N.EQ.l) THEN 
EXPECTED = 1 !EXPECTED VALUE FOR AVERAGE 
ELSE 
EXPECTED = 0 
ENDIF 
XMAX = -100 
XMIN = 100 
AVG = 0 
PSQ = 0 
ABSDIFF = 0 
CNT = 0 
BSTAT.FOR 
C DO J=l, NPIX-N+l Since others are out of 
C noncornpressed matrix bounds. 
DO 400 J = l,NPIXLOW - N + 1 
TMP = RIDENCN, ,J) 
IF(XMAX.LT.TMP) XMAX = TMP 
IF(XMIN.GT.TMP) XMIN = TMP 
CNT = CNT+l 
TMP = TMP - EXPECTED 
AVG = TMP + AVG 
PSQ = TMP*TMP + PSQ 
ABSDIFF = ABS(TMP) + ABSDIFF 
400 CONTINUE 
C AVG and STDEV are subject to computer roundoff error 
C since they are the sum of · large and small parts. 
AVG = EXPECTED + AVG/CNT 
STDEV = PSQ/CNT + 2*EXPECTED*AVG -
* EXPECTED**2 - AVG**2 
STDEV = SQRT(STDEV) 
ABSDIFF = ABSDIFF/CNT 
WRITECIW,1100)N,XMAX,XMIN,AVG,STDEV,ABSDIFF 
500 CONTINUE 
1000 FORMAT<• •,'ROW' ,4x, 'MAX' ,ax, 'MIN' ,ax, 'AVG', 
* 7X,'STDEV',5X,'ABSDIFF') 
110 0 FORMAT ( I ' , I 2 , 5 El 1 • 3 ) 
STOP 
END 
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